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(Numbprs based, on class Mze of 30.)
(Art materials will depend on your seleCtion.Of ArtsAdtivities.)

total number 6

required to
teach listed Item

lesson(s)

30 *1,:Student Manuals with` transparency

'lessons in
which item

is used
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1 roll, of masking tape
1
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(optional)
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5_6 objects with several parts that do -not repeat -

exactly.,-.e.g.---roW-6t unmatched books

vi .
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30

4
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Art, Section 2

Art, Section 2

Art, Section 2
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.--.
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IINTROD,UCTION

In popular usAie the.,WordcsymmiXry often car.ries the impliCa--;
tionthat a thing is pleasahtlyA6roporiiioned or well-balanced.
To man , symmetry implies' a.type of beauty and perfection.

.. . InAD eciee usage, asymmetric pattern is one which remains
unchanged under a certain rigid Ynotion Onekcan intuitively
notice symmetry, in many tengs stcc.h as:

,P

butte'rflie's
leaVes-
tile floors,
stanzas of poetry
snowflakes
the arrangerhrit of seeds is

.
melodies
-rIwthms*
the weaving in straw baskAts

'slices of citrus fruits --

mathematical principles

sunflower-
,
a

4.
Certain types of. symmetry. can be given precise,eometric
descriptions. Three of the,se typesalle emphasized in this
unit: '( I) rotational or turning./(2)%1-ansLational and repeti-
tive, (3) pila',,:eral or syminetnie, dbOut a line. A detailedsdis-
cugsion of them will concladetqs commentary. It will be
found that symnietric patterris are, unchanged by certain
motion's . , . . - - '''. . , '
You ,need not e I that a complete mastery of the introductory
tnatep7al is n sary before' you start to teach th unit. Each
idea i emonst dt6d and developed. as the lessons Progress.
This intrdduction sh9uld be regarded as a source of information
to which to rofeis.,for informatipn during the variou's studies.

6
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Why Have Symmetry Units in the Primary Grades?

O

p

Both the intuitive ideas of symmetry and the precisely defined,
mathematical ideas of symmetry ware considered in the follow-
ing reasons for having small children-study symmetry..

1. The activities prow de practice in a.b,straaing concepts,
e.g. , seeing that se eral gifferent patterns have the same
type of syrhrhetry.

.

The concepts disdussed will be used in later topics such
as geometry, measurement, wave motion, and classifica-
tion of biolo ical organisms. Symmetry is a tool'in under-

..standing thei niverse.

. The principles symmetry are often applied in art, .poetry4
and music. Awareness of these principles heightens appre-
ciation of the aits.\,

.4 .
4.' The. activities provide perceptual training for reading4readi-

nesS. For example, the tracing of, patterns aids perception
throughmuscular activities, "Practice is given in moving,
from left to 'right.

5. The children enjoy the activities'andthe awareness of sym-
metry that'they develop. Many natural.and man-made
shapeS'in the children's environment have some type of
sYmmetry that they cab recogniZe.

On completion of the unit the child should:

I. Recognize symmetry in nature, music, poetfy, and art.

2.. Recognize turning symmetry (rotational symmetry), repeat-.
ing patterns*anslational, symmetry) and symmetry about a
line (bilateral symmetry).e

3. Be able to make the necessary tests and 'Comparisons for
the three types of sythmetry studied.

4
o 2

T.
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Rotational Symmetry or Turning Symmetry

Consider the letter S. Think of it as a shape that can be
moved and which leaves its image behind. Can the S be f
moved in a definite way so that after it has been moved it will
coincide with its original image?

I. Simply picking the S-shape up and laying it back down is,
one such operation. This is irivkal because it can 'be don.:
for ,any 'movable object.

2. urning.,the S-shape a full turn, through 360°,,is
an ther move that will leave the .shap in Coincidence
with"its original image. This, is also triial because it
can beene for any shape.

,

: Turning the S-shape througlrone half a a tukturn,. i.e. ,
through 180°, will also cau§e the S to coincide with its
original shape.

4

\ 1

r ,\ 0
I
i-

\ //
..... Ai

s -

Figure I

This third operation shows that the S-dhape is symmetric-with
respect to rotatiob about an axis perpendiCular to the shape
at the center. The shape is said to have rotational symmetry
or turning symmetry. Note that if the S is flipped over to the
position a it cannot be put into coincidence with its original

-shape.
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Another example of a shape that possesses rotational symmetry
is a triangular block with equal sides. T.;ie block outlines in
Figure 2..may help in visualizing the rotations that leave the
block in coincidence with its original image. The rotations
are one-third of a full turn, two-thirds of a full turn, and the.
trivial ones of no turn and of a full turn; rotations of 0°, 1206, .

240o and 360° leave the pattern'of the block unchanged,.

Figure 2

Note that in considering rOt4tional'symmetry of a pattern, only
rotations about an axis through the center of the pattern are
considered.

The .pattern is not flipped or turned about an axis across the
pattern .

Figure ,4

14



Pyramid

-Figure 3
EXAMPLES OF ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY
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A rotation through any amount less than a full turn that yields
coincidence with the original position is a test,for the ,pres-
ence in a pattern of rotational symmetry or turning symmetry.
Further examples of simple patterns exhibiting rotational sym-
metry are stars, squares, ovals, and circles.

A three-din e.Frsionalobject can't be tested for rotational sym-
metry exactly as done above, because a solid object won't co-
incide with a surface pattern. HoWever a variation of the test
can easily be made. The solid object can be turned and com-
pared to an exact copy of itself. If, after the object has been
turned an amount less than 3600, the object and its copy cannot
be distinguished, the object has rotational symmetry. Figure 8
siiows a pyramid and a.plate, each with exact rotational sym-)' Atme ry, and two starfish showing approximate rotational symmetry.

A. slightly different point of view is to consider -a rotationally ".
symmetric patterrL as one that Can be generated by rotating an
-element of.the pattern. For example the shape can be
generated by rotating thesha P6- 0: into,three

. .

repeating Patterns and Translational Symmetry

Suppose a stencil is usqd to make the repeating pattern in the.
strip design ShOwn in Figure 6'.

o/ 0/ o/ 0/1 0/ o/ 0/ o/ o/ o/ 07 9/

Figure 6

The dotted lines in the figure show that the patte.enCould be
continued indefinitely. If the pattern is imagined as being- -
infinitely long, it can be picked up, movecithfough a certain
distance, and laid down again to cover the entire original pat-

---tern,The_pattern would then look exactly as it did before it
was moved. This is possibTebeta-ute-an-infiriite_pattern_ has
no beginning and no. end, but extends infinitely in either direC-
tion. A mathematician, might say that a translation carries, the

_pattern into itself. Because of This, the pattern is said to
possess translational symmetry.

1
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Repeating` patterns are easy to find: For example, they are
seen in wallpaper,'briCk walls, and strings of beads. These
patterns repeat only a finite number of times, but they may be
thought of as "potentially infinite- " This means that the pat,-

"tern can be imagined to extend indefinitely in both directions.?
Thus the term, "translational symmetry" is-sometimes used, in
talking about repeating patterns which are finite but can be
imagined to extend infinitely.

A pattern is a repeating pattern it some part of the pattern
(I) can be moved a definite distande alOng, a line to cover an
identical part of the same pattern"and (2)\ with a suCcessiOn of
sur-a-11---rifo71§7rvill-87761-lhe entire pattern.', As in rotational sym-
metry, comparisons are made after some \art of the pattern is
moved'. This time a part of the pattern is ovedin,equal-sized-----
:,jumps and compared to other parts of the 5 me pattern to deter*
tine coincidence. The part of tie pattern that Is repeated can .
be called a "block," a "cell;" or an ,"element. " ,

In testing the string of beads shown below ior a repeatingspat-
QC

pat-
tern, the block to be compared could be -: ,

ocDooc.)co
The block to be compared could also be chosen as00$00(:)0.
This would again cover the pattern when repeatedly moved rri
steps along:the string. If the beads are formed info a circle,
they will show a rotationally symmetric pattern. If actual
beads were u.sed, instead of a drawing of beacts, the compari-
son block of beads would of course'not..be laid on to of anoth'-
er block. It would be placed beSille a corresponding block for
the- comparison.

There are many. (imperfect) repeating pattern to be observed in
nature.. Two examples are bamboo stems and caterpillars
Often onlya portionof the object shows the repeating,pattern,
as in the caterpillar Where, the middle segments are approxi-
mately of equal size and sliape' but the two ends are,not. (See
Figure 7.) >

The activities s n this Unit will extend the concept of repeating
patterns to poetry and music. Repeating. sound 'patterns ate.
common in both poetry and music. ,

4.
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Bilateral Symmetry or Symmetry about a Line or, Plane

Consider the letter A' in Figure 8. Any line drawn perpendicu-
lar to the dotted line .in the figure cuts the pattern in pairs of

Figuire 8

points that are equidistant from the dotted line For example,
the points -a and-'b in Figure 9 are at equal distances ,froiln
the dotted line._

.1,

. The letter A is said to exhibit symmetry about a line, or bilat-
eral symthetry, The clotted line is called the line of symmetry*
or the axis of symmetry.

Any pattern through which a line carLbe drawn guch that every
line perpendicular to this line cuts the pattern into pairs of
points equidist5nt,from the line is said to exhibi4 symmetry
alSout a line or bilateral §ymmet ri.

9
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A simpler but less exact statement of this idea is that for every
point on one side of the line of symmetry; there is a correspond-
ing point on the. other side. The paired points must be at equal
distances from the line of symmetry. Figure 10 shows some al-
most exactly bilaterally symmetric patterns that occur in nature.
There are tesfsorie can use to determine whether or not a pat-
tern possesses bilateral symmetry. Two of these tests are
described below.

If a mirror is placed in. a vertical position along the do tted line
in Figure 8 the pattern viewed' (half of A and its image in the
mirror) coincides, precisely with the original letter. 4., The Mir-
ror test consists of holding a mirror on the axis of symmetry to
show that the pattern Can be divided into-two parts identical in
size, one part being the mirror image of the other.. In any bilat-
erally symmetric pattern,:-Orre half of the pattern is the mirror
image of the other half. This is the reason that bilateral ,sym-
metry, is also referred to as mirror symmetry. It is interesting'
to test some non-symmetric ,patterns with a mirror.

Bilaterally symmetric patterns may also be folded along the axis..
of symmetry_, to, test for the coincidence- of the two halves of the
pattern. This-livea4ariother test, the folding test, for bilateral
symmetry.

There are some differences in examining the.symmetry bf--p_atterns
on plane,surfaces and of three-dimensional-objeas. Corre-
sponding'to the line of symmetri, Of plane patterns , bilaterally
symmetric three-dimensional objects ha'Ve a.plang.of symmetry,
Everylin_e_p_erpendiculatixtd. this plane cuts the figure in pairs Of
corresponding points thatire,iteilliblcliStan-Ces fromthe plane.
Obviously, a'solid object cannot be folded to test for bilateral
symmetry. However, a mirror can be placed along-the plane of
symmetry to show the existence of bilateral symmetry.. The human.
face +s an interesting object that has approximate symmetry with
respect to a plbne, 'Other objects that might be tested are a zone.,
a beetle, and toy figures of people or animals.

A picture of a three-dimensional objett is', Ofcoufse, a two-di-
mensiondi pattern. 'Thus the symmetry of a ,picture of a bree-
dimensional object may be tested by either the mirror or folding
test. Generally the kihdergarten and first grade activities will
involve only two - dimensional pattern's or`pictures.

2 0
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Other Symmetries

12

An Object may display' more than one of the symmetries that have
been discussed. For example,, a_star, such as the one in Figure 11

displays both rotational and bilateral
symmetry. Notice that eacEsof the five,-
dotted lines is an axis of bilateral sym-
metry.

It is not necessary for a child to recOg-
nize more tharfone symmetry in an ob-

., ject,but it is important for you to be
aware ?)f the possibility of more than
one, so that= you may guide the chil-
dren properly.

There are other sym.netrieS which may be precisely described
mathematically. You may be interested in noting these, but they
will not be explicitly presented to the children.- One such sym-
fnetry is a translation plus dilation. It is illustrated in ,Figure 12
by the shells of the..combon wentletrap, an auger, and -the giant
conch. Another symnietry,which is a rotation plus dilation is-
illustrated in Figure 13 by the shells of the chambered nautilus

Figure 11,

and the sunburst ca' rrier,

A.more complicated kind of symmetry is found in certain two-di-
triensiona.1 patterns, which*are called ornamental patterns. _A
common pattern of this kind is formed by fitting. hexagons tcrg*eth-
er as ,in a honeycomb of in a tiled flobt. Ornamental patterns*
are also often seen in brick walls. (See Figure 14.) Thereis a
precise' mathematical theory underlying the ornamental pattern,
but it is not necessary to understand this theory to apprepiateor..'
create ornamental' patterns. Extremely intr,icate and beautiful
tiled patterns have been produced by artists who instinctively /.
used the laws of symmetry. The three-dimensional arrangements
Of atoms in a crystal are. related to ornamental patterns.

Th'ere are other* patterns possessing symmetries not discussed
here.' It is hoped that the child will recognize some of them in
his environment. The child should not be expected to describe
precisely what .he sees, but simply to be aware of and enjoy the
'symmetric patterns about him.

c-

a
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;Common Wentletrap Auger

TRANSLATION PLUS DILATION

Figure 12.

StuSburst Carrier

Giant Conch (Cross section)

Chambered N\iutilus (Cross section)

ROTATION PLUS DILATION
,

Figure 13

13
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!Sumthary
" .'/

In summary the tests for rotational, translational, a d bilateral
. .

symmetry are given:
4 0

Rotational symmetry test: an obiect iq rotted about ari axis
and compared with a copyff the original, jest.

2._ 14eating pattern test: a portion of a pattern i duplicated,
-mO'ved along the pattern, and Compared,to parts of the pat-
tern at. equally spaced locations to determine coincidence,

3. Bilateral Symmetry test:

an object Ys' compared to the half-object, lialf-image
-pattern' obtained- by using a mirror and is 'judged 'for coinCi-

..
- - dence. e .

. ..
, . . , . .-2-D:' either the above mirror testis used, or the object'is

folded to test for coincidence of the two halves ,

The use of a copy or replica of the object, oi part of the abject,
in the'tetts eliminates the need for the tester, to. imagine the-ob.,
jeCt or part to be moved and conipax4d. You will probably carry
out the tests mentally, .but five- or six-year-old children may

- ruitbe successfUl in,makirig abstract comparisons: If
some'ciiildren begin to form Concerning the
symmetry ,of -a ,pertfcular object, this shoul ot be discouraged.

1'f--they are correct, accept them with joy. If they are incorrect, .

a directpest-for symmetry should be made,"involVingthe con-
Crete operations and comparisons necessary..

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST=GRADE SYMMETRY UNITS

f you look at copies of the 'kindergarten and first-grade.sYmmetry
units You will notice that the first folir sfactipnsbf eabli-consider.<
rotational symmetry, repeating patterfis, bilateral symmetry, "and
symmetry in movement, poetry, and mOth. .HOw then do they'
differ? Some of the ways are giVen.in the following paragraph.

An `obvious difference.is:.that the firstigrade unit contains.wOrk-
sheets and an additional section. On many of the worksheets. the
children are asked to do more precise and Accurate work than that
asked of kinfiergartenzs, The additional .section f6r first grade
considers Crystalt ,anTvornamental patterns.

.
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The first-grade unit considers the three.basic symmetries in more
depth. More coMplidated patterns are considered. At the_end of
Section 3 the first grader is asked to Identify symmetries when ,

all three type's are present in the same ,object.

Althcktigh the major emphasis is on obidrvation and description
in both units, the sfirql-gracleUrrit irizludes some work involving,
measurement and-gen lizaziOn. The first-grade unit is more
qtiantitative. The ildren are asked questions. such as "How'
many positions a there where the, pattern looks just 'the. same?"

, and "How'far is the star from th'e line of symMetry? "

You will note thatthe iritroduCtory material in the tw,o units
is the same, since both units cover the same sublebt matter.

COT ENTS TEACHINO'OF THIS UNIT
11, C ,

The lessons in this unit aireettv;iialy planned to-take one clasS
period. Thy cluestions in capital letters that appear in some leS-
sond are, e. tb be considered a guide to the t4e of questions you
will use; 'Feel free .to modify themeand any other part °title unit
"to'suit the needs.pfl your own class..
e a *" a

Ali; children should use and understand the concepts of'the sym-
metries.considered, but they shOuld notbe expected to become
proficient in-verbalizing them. They will not always be precise
.inotheir work'. et We hope' that h you and your cla'ss swill relax

r and enjoy this unit. .1
.

.
..,

" Art Activities 1

0

16 '

This unit' contains pally art2 activiti` s that cOmplems ent the more
directed classrgom experiences. The child's creation of his
own designs reinforce his concepts isol symnietry and also devel-
op a,n appreciation'of symmetry.. Thede desigh dttivities are in
corftrast to:the design activities on the worksheets, which usu-
ally shoiild be considered exberienCes*.in translation of points
on grids rattier that. creative art.' ,

.
The choice and *rig of the art is generally up to you any time
after the ariprooriate,symmetry has been introduced. Provide
onlynecesdary direction. ,Considerabie originality' results
when, childien are given latitude in the use of colors and mate-',
rials and free rein to use their. own creative. powers,

A
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ThiS:sectiondevelops the coricik of rotational' symmetry.
The 'lessons start-with 'the' rrianipu_ration.- of physicalobjectS,
and the creatiOofrOtationally.symmetric.patterns. The chil-
dren discover palternS- that are left unchanged by.the rigid
motion of-rotation.. As they do the',actisrilps of this sebtior?,

--zo they "should grdually -abstract thelconcepts and thp proper-
ties of rotationally symmetric. pattetns.

.1
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Lesson I t.. TURNING BLOCKS,

The manipulation of blocks is used in this lesson to intro-dude --

the 'concept of rotational symmetrys'to those children who have
not previously encbuntered it. For those children who have
had the MINNEMAST kindergarten program, the leston will be
partly review but will also present the counting of positions

,1of coincidence.

MATERIALS

triariat blocks for each child.
I pair of square blocks for each child (The blocks in each
pair should be of the same size, but the different,pairs may
be of different sizes.)

7 Masking tape .

assorted blocks for ,Activity C

PROCEDURE.

I8

.

Activity -A .4

Each child should have a matched pair of triangular blocks 'arid
one of square blocks. One corner bf one side of each'brock
.should be marked with masking tape. .The tape helps to keeg
track of the Position of the blc5ck aril also designates one sur-,
face of the block as the front, This is important because, in,
testing a pattern for rotational symmetry, the -petterti must not
be turned over to bring the back side up.

Have each chi4d place one of his triangular blocks on top of
the other withthe taped corners matching:

TURN THE TOP BLOCK UNTIL IT FITS THE BOTTOM
BLOCK AGAIly. DO 'NOT TURN IT OVER.

2
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DID YOU TURN THE T015 BLOCK A WHOLE TURN?
(No; only part of a turn -- Not only one-third.
of a turn.)

TURN THE-TOP BLOCK MORE UNTIL IT AGAI,N.FITS
THE BOTTOM BLOCK.

HAV1 YOU TURNED IT rA WHOLE TURN NOW? (No,
'still only part of a turn.)

AGAIN 'TURN THE TOP BLOCK UNTIL THE BLOCKS FIT.
HAVE YOU 'TURNED IT A WHOLE TURN NOW? (Yes.)

HOW DO YOU KNOW? (The,taped corners match once
again.)

\'
Explain the?when -we can turn a pattern or an objeCt part way
around and have it 1Jok the same way it did before it:was
turned, the pattern Or object has 'turning'symmetrior-rotatiOry
al symmetry.

-
Activity B

Repeat Activity A with pairs of square blocks.

ActiVify

The concept of rotational symmetry may be strengthened by
consideration of some shapes that are not rotationally sym-
m.etriC. Pairs of blocks of the following rotationally non-
syrnmetric shapes are often available, or you can prepare
cardboard shapes.

In each case have a child see whether he'can rotate the' top
-block part of a full turn and have it pt the one that has not
been rotated. Since in each case it is not possible to carry
out the test successfully, the shapes do not possess rota-
tional symmetry. (If you do not have pairs of these asyma,et-
ric.blocks., trace round the block being tested and rotate the
block against its outline.).

S.
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Lesson 2: ROTATING-TRANSPARENCIES

IN

Here transparent patterns are used to illustrate rotational sym-
metry further. The lesson also introduces the idea thkone
part of a rotati3iially.Slimmetric pattern may be'l'otated to gen-
erate the eritire'pattern.

MATERIALS

I blue and I yellow star transparency
I blue star point -transparency

Marker or tape-

7 oierhead proje'ctor (very desirable, but not necessary)
transparent Pattern A, for each Child

Worksheet I , -for each child

It

20

It is assumed, that you will-u.se an overhead projector. If you
do not, you can hold the transparencies against a window to ,
be viewed.

Project the blue and the'yellow stars separately and then su-
perimpoted. Check to see that the children realize that an
ail-green star shows the coincidence of the blue and the yel-
low star. Rotate the upper star slowly over the lower star.
As this is done some yellow, some blue, and some green-will
be seen. After one fifth of a complete turn, the stars will
again coincide and an all-green star will be seen again. The
children should 'understand that this coincidence implies the
star possesses rotational symmetry.

IN HOW MANY POSITIONS WILL THE STARS FIT TOGETHER?
LET US COUNT THEM. 1:0 HEkP.US KEEP. TRACK Of THE
TURNS WE WILL MARK`ONE CORNER OF EACH STAR:

dark the corners with a marker or tape. Rotate and count.the
ive positions where the star patterns fit together exactly;

ac
4,1
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Another way of viewing a rotationally symmetric pattern is to
notice. that the entire pattern can be generated by turning one
Part of the pattern .into equally spaced successive positions.
For example, the star pattern can ,be covered :by one point of
the star rotated into fii.re successive positions.'

Don't expect the children to express thiS idea .fluently, but
demonstrate 'it byvprojecting the ye,lloW star and the blue, star
point. '

Activity B

Have the children out out their transparent copies of Pattern A.
They need not cu't' exactly on the dotted circle. Ask them to
put their patterns on their desks, look at them-carefully, and
then turn them one, third of a whole turn.

DOES YOUR PATTERN LOOK JUST AS IT DID BEFORE YOU
TURNED- IT

HOW CAN YOU TELL FOIE SURE?' (By making some kind
of record of.,,the wayit first looked.)

Tell the class that this record has beer printed for them on
Worksheet. I . Suggest that each child fit hiS transrent

pattern over his printed pat-
tern. He cansthen turn the
transparent pattern to find the
positions in which it looks
just as it dfd.before it was
turned.

HOW MANN POSITIONS ARE
THERE IN WHICH THE PAT--
TERN LOOKS JUST THE SAME?
(Six.)

32



Activity C (Optional)

Discuss the _fact .that the-idiiOle,pattern caribe generated (or
made) by turning a part of the pattern into six different -poSi-:
tions.

At the.conclu.sion of this lesson, you may ilaVe the children
use any of the art activities for this section (pages' 39-50).

/32
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__lesson 3: FINDING ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC OBJECTS

In-this lesson the children's concepts of rotational symmetry
will be applied to a wide variety of objects., Sometimes they
will test two-dimensional shapes and sometimes three--dimen-
sional shapes. They will also test natural objects that haVe
only approximate rotational .symmetry.

'MATERIALS

- an assortment of rotationally. symmetric objects. Some ex.-
amples are certain flowers (real or artificial); certain
shells, an apple or orange cut across, starfis4-gears,
wheels,. designs made from Tinkertoys.or other construc-
tion sets, and cardboard shapes (5 H,A).

.

..an assortment of objects that armiat ratationallysymmet,-----
ric. Some examples are most leaves, certain,,flowers, Cer-
thin shells, certain blocks, pencils, designs made from
Tinkertoys or other construction sets, and cardboard shapes -

(V, V).

PROCEDURE

Activity. A

Prepare,a-shtpe table for the class. Place on -the table some
objects that are rotationally symmetric and some that...are pot.
Some, but not all, of the objects Should' be in pairs. Other
rotationally Symmetric and non-symmetric objects should be
placed about the room. Suggestions for the objects are given'
in the materials, list.' i

Have the children determine which object's on the shape table t'

have rotational symmetry. Although many children will immed-
iately recognize rotationally symmetric objects, they should'
be able to test thll.Wects if requested to do so,. Discuss
with them the fd4f that the test for rotational symmetry 'in a
solid object is a little different than the testfor a flat (plane)
pattern. For example, note the pyramic17:shaped block sketched
on the next page.

33
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It cannot be fitted over another identical block but it look,
placed next to it and compared. After-bein9. rotated one-fourth
of a full turn, it will loOk the same as before it Was turned...-
When 6nliyOne object is available, tilt) test fdr rotational
metry is again slihtly different. Either the original appear,-
ance'of the pattern_Must be remembered or. it can be recorded
by..asketch.: -Perhapi-yowokia child cOuld, trace- 4round:ra star 4-

fish (or .6ther object) on the board/, rotate the starfish, and
compare the odtliries. The children will notice that the rota-

. tonal symmetry of natural objets is usually. not exact.

After the objects on the shape table have been examined, have, .
'the Children look about the room for other rotationally symMet-
ria objects. They can also be asked to think of symmetriC ob-
jectis they have" ie,en in Othet"places.

0

Activity B (Optional)

Some children may, notice. that although a certain Object may
lbok the same when rotated a Certain amount, it will look d'ift

lerent when flipped over, This may be shown with an S-shape.
On the other hand, an H -shape does look the same when
flipped over.

This activity should be used here simply to provide additional
experience in observing patterns. In Section 3, the effects of
turning a pattern over will be considered further.



Lesson 4: KEEP THE SYMMETRY

In this lesson the children are asked to-design, 'complete, or
alter patterns as`they wish, subject to the restriction that the
rotational symmetry of the pattern be maintained. This- pro-
videsfurther practice an also gives you an indication of their
concepts of this syMmetry. _Color is used .in some of tke pat-

.terns.

MATERIALS

-- colored chalk

- pegboard (optional)

- construction sets such as Tinkertoys (optional)
Work- sheets, 2 -and 3

PROCEDURE-

"a.

Activity A

With white chalk draw a pattern on the bbard such as this:

a.

IS THE PATTERN ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC? (No.)

CAN SOMEONE MAKE IT ROTATIONALLY 'SYMMETRIC?.
(Yes.)

. Have a volunteer do so

CAN SOMEONE ADD SOME MOR riAP.L'S TO THE PAT-
TERN? (yes:..)

Have the children- do so.

3'3
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Draw another incomplete pattern. withcolored 'chalk. Again -:
have volunteers complete.and.e.laborate the pattern. Apossi-..
bility would be:- ' ..

it

V
r = red

'
A...'

I

kill
1? = blu,e ,

O

Have the, children continue this activity as a. game. They can
play in pairs or small groups, taking turns in adding elements
to-the designs. They mayplay on the chalkboard or on paper;
using colors. The "keep the symmetry" rule should be very
clear to The players.

Sample patterns with different degrees of complexity are
shown below.

The activity may 4o orLas long as the children can finti4ele-
ments they wish to add, or you may set a time limit oh/it.

'at
Activity B (Optional)'

A-pair of children may play a game very similar to that dis-
cussed in Activity A by -making patterns on 'a pegboard or with
a construction set such as Tinkertoys.

J

3 c.3
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Activity C

r
I

ir

Tice Class Should now be-read?t4iVr,ti-ie patterns on Work-
sheets 2 and-3.0 Again the' Pkeep th symmetry" rule should '
be explained, but.do not insist On complete..acdup,cy, . Most
children 'shouid be able to color the patterns with ircedorn and
imagination. 'However, if a Child seems' unable' to get started,
yott could suggest a simple alternation of two colors':

Children enjoy seeing the'colored) rotationally-symmetric pat
terns: formg in kaleidoscopes:

rksneet
"nit 14 tia

olyr ra- ern ,
'106 t tern h,tt 1 crx tt q .
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ART ACTIVITIES'F_OR SECTION 1: ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY

A number °fart activities are suggeisted here. Any selection
ofthotn,mai'lDctused, to provide review and extension of*
Ideas of rotational symmetty. ,Th'ese art activities , as Well
as those in other sections , -can usually be modified rather
easily and used again for other type's of symmetry.

O

Two toys that mechanize the drawing of geometric patterns,
most of which are totationally'symmetrio, are listed below.
A large variety of patterns. may be produced fairly easily. A
ball-point "pen usually gives better results' with these toys

, 6 than does a penal.

Magic Designer 8245 i(Lakeside Toys, Division of Lake-,
. side Industries', Minneapolis , Minn; , $4.95)

.

Spirogra No,. 401 (Kenner Products Co ,. , Cincinnati ,
OhiO, $3,108).

-,

4
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Activity A;°- Design Silhouette
ti

4,7:

1. Fold a sheet of typing paper into quarters.

fold

2. Fold gaiti aloilg the diagonal.

40

4

"

3. Cut as Shown' to. forth .76- square .

Cut

4. Cut out-dgign. from foldt`pf?per. (If you Wish, yOu
flay draw a desig-n:before'cutting.)' .

5. Unfold design and paSte oii black construction paper.
, .

1.

22.
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Activity B: Rosettes

I. Cut a sheet of onionskin paper to measure 6" x I I". .

2. Fold pleatS info the-paper across the narrower dimension.
The.pleats should be about 1" to I" apart./ Roll a pen-
cil over the pleated paper to insure deeply; creased pleats.

3. Fold pleated-paper in half to crdas,e. ,

. , . .

.4. Bind at breased'oenter with White thread, and knot.
.t.:

).

Fan ends out and paste edges together to make S-full

, .4 1,4
Paste <-=-- Paste

. .

6. These rosettes make nice clasrbdm decsrations.
Attach a threadto the top of each design and'hang
it from'a string stretched across the classroom.



4

lkotivity, C.: Paper FlOWers

1. Feld colored, construction-paper in half lengthwise,

p,
V

4

2.. Crease paper about 1" from top.

.4f
-

crease

.

3. Mark off every " along the length Of the fold.

a

-' 4i Cut at a " marks as far as the crease. Do not cut to edge.

. 5. Overlap uncut edgbs and paste together.

4

'

6. Loop around and paste ends together..

'paste

7. Attach a thread' to top of- design ,and hang from a string
running from one end ;of the classroom to the ,other.

7700M0041W A
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Activity D: StarS

I . Cut out squares on heavy lines..

2. FOld on dotted lines as indicated. Fold forward on
al and fold back on b

. Paste Corner flaps of 2 squares together as shown
in illustration.

4.. Continue pasting one square to the next; the last square
is to be pasted to the first one.-

v

43



Two Pages of these patterns for Adtivity D are provided fOr each in the student manual,
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Act'i'vity E: Lanterns

:,

a

1. Paste 2 sheets of onionskin, together at the narrow encl
to make a strip about 8i x 22.

2. Pleat the strip of criiron skin across the narrower
,, 'dimension. Allow,, I /2" to 1" ,for each pleat. Roll

pencil over pleated paper to insure deeply created
pleats:

3. Unfold the,pleated paper, ld across the length and .

crease again.

fold

4. Unfold creased paper., Bring the narroi,ver ends together,
and paste tp form a tube. Onion skin pa*, holds the._
crease so well that the edges will pleat tbdether and-

,the middle will bulge to make a lantern shape.

E-7-= Paste

5. Cut a strip of paper and attach to top of lantern for the
ha 'die.

lo,
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Activity F:' Loop -de -dogs

4 I. Cut strip's of colored construction paper into 1/2" ,3/4" and I ''' widthS .

2, Make loops of different sizes.

3. Arrange loops in rotationally symmetric patterns on
construction paper, using all-purpose glue.

46
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Activity G: Party Decorations

I 'Cut out a four-sided paper design following the directions
in ACtivity A.

2. Paste A to A, B to B, etc. This will bring the four
corners into a cluster.

- .

1
1. e ..

1 ,
1 .

.-.., ......." .... ..
AO

IM

/ i

,. N :-. -. .. 1. ..
I

3. Insert thread to suspend.

4 (8
*47



otivity 4- Pocket Baskets

I. Yegin with a 9" x 9" square sheet of construction paper.

2. Fold the paper along the diagonals and thenopen flat.

3. Then fold in half, bothwaYs, and open flat.

\ /\ I /
114111111 ON

/ \ a

1 \
O

4. Fold corners to the center.

48

5. Turn folded square over. Workirig from the befck, fold
, new corners to the center again.

6. This fotms pockets into which fingers of left hand can be
slipped. With right hand, push from behind to make a
peak in thepenter.

7. Paint a rotationally symm atric
\,

design on the flaps.

4 9
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Activity I: Baskets

I. Fold a sheetof construction paper in half.

2. Fold the sheet in half again, thus making a crease.

r"

,
3. Open the second fold an&make a tab by cutting from the

center fold to the crease as shown, in the'sliagram.

Ncut

4. Cut from centerfold into crease, making strips I/2-3/4".
wide.

1. I 1. 1 11 111

-!5. Paste 'the tab end to the otherend, making a cylinder.

.5 0
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PI

-e.

s.

6. Bend the petals down and open them.

7. Glue a colored cupcake paper to the inside of the
baskeV.

8. Paste a paper handle to the inside of the basket.

Variation

t>

.The children may wish to fringe the ends of the petals.

r
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REPEATING PATTERNS AND TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY

In this Section the class strlies repeating patterns. If the
Nrepe,ating,patterns are imagine s..Q.Ifinitely long, they will

be translaohally symmetric. The concept of translational .

symmetry, whit%is discussed in the,introductory part of
the unit, is treat d in Lesson 8. However, it is designated'
as optional, for it may be too-abstract for some first-grade-
children;

provideThe activities in the section provide for the creation of many
repeating designs by the children. Whenever possible, ehe
leSsons are baSed on real objects 4nci concrete operations.
Both man -made exact repeating patterns mid approximate re-,
peating patterns from nature. are used as illustrations for les-
son, ideas.

Cucullia verbasci CaterNllar
i

Cr C)
t.1
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Lesson TRANSPARENT REPEATING PATTERNS
k*.

This lesson introduCes the idea. that'erepeating pattern is a
patternthatcan be generateell2wone part of the pattern being
reheated at equal distances along a'stpaight line.

. i. ; ,
MATERIALS - .

I.

- one strip transparency of dogs (blue)

-. ,one'doo`transparency (yellow) "'.

Sailboat transparency (Pattern B) for each child

- Worksheet !.for each child

- overhead projector (desirable, but not reguired)

PROCEDURE.
4,1

Activity A

Again it is assued that you will have an overhead projector
available. Although it is more effeCtiveto project the tr`Ans-
parencies, they rha be viewed against a wIndow.

Project the transparent yellow dog pattern and the b1t dog
strip pattern separately. Next project the transparencies to-
gether with the single figure on top. Bring the:single dog into
coincidenCe with the first`dog in the strip. The iiist square
will noi appe, green andstheldog figures will fit t xactfy.
Continue moving the single figure until each fidure.,in the
strip has been exactly covered. This will demonstrate that
the dogligures-in the strip are all identical.

. I

NALL THE PARTS OF THIS DESIGN ARE EXACTLY THE SAME.
ALL THE PARTS ARE EXACTLY.THE SAME DISTANCE APART.
THE DESIGN IS A REPEATING PATTERN..

Activity 6
. ,

Have the children examine the sailboat pattern on Worksheet 4,

ARE ALL THE SAILBOATS EXACTLY ALIKE? (Yes.)

BOW CAN YOU TELL'FOR SURE? ,(By using a copy
of one of the sailboats for coiliarison.),

5 2 a;
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Whenthe,childre .understard the meaning of the answer to the.
last question.(alt ough thes exact words certainly need not
be ued) tel the hildren that yoU have acopy bf the sail-

. I

.'boat pattern for the .1.

Each.child should ha e a transparent copy of the sailboat
(Pattern .B). Give the time to experiment with the transpar-
ent pattern ant WOrks eet Let them find that all the sail-
boat designs. are identi al, Then-ask questions to lead to the
idea that all the points the first sailboat design are inoved
tha same distance to'hla ch the Corfesponding points on the
second de,Sign, all the sp ints on the second design are moved

ing.pOiritS on thethe same distance to match the corres,pon
third design, etc. Some appropriate questions follow:

7 ' HOW MANJSOUARES,IS IT.FROM
THE TOP OF THE FIRST SAIL TO
THE TOP OF THE SECOND SAIL?
,(Five squares.)

HOW MANY SQUARES' IS,IT FROM
, THE-TOP OF THE SECOND SAIL

'TO THE TOP OF THE THIRD SAIL?
(Five sqUare .)

,

HOW MAN' SQUARES IS IT FROM
THE TOP OF HE THIRD SAIL TO
THE TOP OF THE FOURTH SAIL?
(Five squares.)

HOW PAR IS IT FROM :rgt ORONT
OF THE FIRST BOAT TO THE FRONT,'
O'F THE S.ECOND'EOAT?

, .square's.)

After this lesson, any of ,the art activities for this sector)
may be used.

Note:' Worksheet 4 will be used again in Lesson 7.

O
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Lesson REPEATING PATTERN GA ES

In the games and activities s ggested here, the children cre-
ate designs with various mateialS The only restriction is
that all the designs should sh w a Y\epeating pattern. Soine
designs will be altered accord ng to\ ules that preserve the
repeating 'property of the design. Thi changing of one desigh,---7-7
to anothersin a definite way is la foreru finer of the\ mathemati-

'cal idea of transformation.

MATERIALS

Possible materials from which repeating patterns may be made
are:

colored chalk

flannel bOard with several sets of shapdS'

- property blodks

pegboards with peg

PROCEDURE

Activity A

The rules for three games are Outlinied'here. They may be var:-
led in many ways. The designs may be'drawn or assembled
from objects similar to those in the materials list. The games
may be played by the class as a; whole., --by -teams, or_ by part-
ners. The children r-nray-tri\Thnt Scoring rules.

0

do on with.the Pattern: One player begins a pattern. Succes-
sive players add to it, producing a repepted pattern. A rule. .

can limit-the number of elements each player adds;. e.g. , the
starting player can use four elements -in his part and each suc-
cessive player can add one or two elements. An example of a

.seqUence'of play is: -
d

t?'"' P
Av v
Av :Av.*
AvAv: A v:

c.



Add to the Pattern ',One player creates a repeating,pattern.
The next playey- ddds to the pattern being sure to maintain the
repeating property. An example of a sequence of play is:

1st P1 yer

2nd Pi,ayet.

3rd Payer

MakeIti Re eat: One player (either the teacher or a skilled
child) akes a pattern, that isn't exactly repeating. Another
player completes it so that each, portion of the design is re-
peate . An example of a sequence of Play is:

o n o
O E
O CZ

0

v
O

Activity B

Here the children transform one repeating patterwintO another
by, a specific procedure. The activity provides background
for the mathematical Concept of transformation or mapping,
which will be developed in later grades,

'uppose a group of children has made the following pattern
rom prciperty blocks.

13

(Th- letters on the blocks indicate the dolor. Coloring th
wings may make the pattern clearer.)

LET'S CHANGE THIS PATTERN BY FOLLOWING A RULE.
THE. RULE WILL BE TO CHANGE ALL THE BIO BLOCKS
TO SMALL BLOCKS AND THE SMALL BLOCKS TO BIG
BLOCKS. (Large <---> Small.)

JCS
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56

41

After the change/ the pattern will lOok like this:

rq

IS THE NEW DESIGN A REPEATING PATTERN? (Yes.)

' NOW YOU MAKEUP A RULE AND CHANGE THIS PATTERN.

This activity may also be varied. It is good to leave the ori-
ginal deSign undisturbed and construct theti-ansformed design
below it. The rules used may be very simple (such as
thick*--* thin) -or quite complicated (a4,--E1and red yel-
low-77j blue --->green--=->red): Although property. )ile,aks are
espeCially suited for this work, other materials may be used
for the designs. In all cases the transformed design will re-

' 'taro the repeating property.,
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Lesson 7: REPEATING PATTERNS ON GRIDS

The worksheets-that constitute this letson give the-ohildreri
practice in drawing- repeating patterns. -These design
ties are considered lets as Creative art than as exercises in
translation of sets of points on grids.

MATERIALS

WOrkSheets 4;'e5 and 6

PROCEDUREr

Ask the class to Complete the pictures on Worksheet 5, so that
thepicture in the first cell is exactly repeated. Questions
such as those below May help the children see that correspond-
ing distances remain the same throughout an entire repeating
pattern.

HOW MANY SQUARES HIGH IS THE HOUSE TO THE TOP
OF THE ROOF? (Six squares.)

THE SECOND HOUSE? (Six squares, )

THE THIRD HOUSE? (Six square.)

4

HOW FAR IS IT BETWEENTHE DOORKNOB ON THE FIRST
HOUSE AND THE DOORKNOB ON THE SECOND HOUSE?
(Five squares.)

1

BETWEEN THE DOORKNOBS ON THE SECOND AND THIRD
HOUSES? (Five squares.) .

Have the children draw their own designs on the blank.striP on
Worksheet 4, which was first'Used in Lesson 5. By watching
them work you will see which children need help inOrawing
and spacing.

Ask the Children to color the strip patterns on Worksheet 6 do
that each strip 'has a repeating pattern.
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Less° 8: TRANSLATION

The first activity of this lesson shows that a .strip pattern can
be generated by translating a part of the pattern in uniform .

steps along a straight_line. In the optional second activity
the concept of translational symmetry is introduced.

MATERIALS

Worksheet 7

PROCEDURE,

Aotivity-A

Aorksheet 7
Un1t 14 Nate

1

Arf *Jr.

Worksheet 7 has three identical strip patterns , each having an
:elem Oita' design repeated six times. Ask the children to color
lightly the firstvsquare in the first strip.

11,

Bring Out-the idea that the pattern of the whole strip- can be
made by repeating the design. On the .colo'red square six times.

60
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Next have the children color the first two squares in thq, sec-
ond

This time they should note that the pattern of the w
Can be made by repeating the colored design th me s

Finally have the-first three squ of the third strip colored.

his shotild help show that the pattern of the whole strip can'
e made by repeating the colored design two times.

WE CAN CHOOSE DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE PATTERN TO
REPEAT OVER AND OVER TO GET THE WHOLE PATTERN,
BUT USUALLY WE CHOOSE THE SMALLEST POSSIBLE PART
AND TALK ABOUT REPEATING IT.

Activity B (Optional)

If you feel your class is able to comprehend thefollowing
material, use ft. It is the introduction to translational sym-
metry and its connection with repeating patterns.

1110 dmiko.
WRIP' 1:.

SI': O.)

61
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Place a simple repeating pattern on the chalkboard'. Ask for
successive volunteers to extend the pattern across the entire
board.- -Aliossible'design-would be:

IF THE CHALKBOARD WENT STRAIGHT )t\T AND ON,
COULD WE MAKE THE PATTERN AS LONG_ AS WE
WISHED? (Yes. )

PRETEND THE PATTERN GOES ON FOREVER IN BOTH DIREC-
TIONS. THEN WE WOULD SAY IT IS INFINITELY LONG.
PRETEND YOU PICK UP THE WHOLE PATTERN, MOVE IT
ONE DESIGN OVER,. AND PUT'IT DOWN. WILL THE PAT-
TERN NOW LOOK ANY DIFFERENT? (NO.)

BECAUSE THE PATTERN LOOKS' THE SAME AFTER IT
IS MOVED ALONG A LINE, IT HAS ASPECIAL KIND
OF SYMMETRY CALLED TRAgSLATIONAL-SYMMETRY.
"TRANSLATE" IN THIS-CASE-SIMPLY*MEANS \TO MOVE
FROM ONE.PLACE ON THE LINE TO ANOTHER.

. _

A diSaussion can bring out the idea that if a repeating pattern
is imagined to be infinitely long, it can be thought of as hav
ing translational symthetri.

62



Lesson 9: FINDING REPEATING PATTERNS

Here the children look for repeating patterns in a specially pre-
pared classroom. They have opportunities to discuss approxi-
mate, finite, and infinite repeating patterns.

MATERIALS

an assortment of objects, pictures, and designs.exhibiting
repeating pattetns. Some examples area caterpillar, a
compound leaf, animal tracks, a fence, a chain. (metal or
papet), a piano keyboard, a Strip of: Web, a dress border,
a necklace of colOred beads, a wallpaper border, and a
set Of bOoks

an assortmentof objects, pictures, and deSigns that haVe
several parte:That do not repeat exactly.. Some examples
are a paper chaiii with randomly colored links,.- a set of
non-mtohiig books, and a strip design you have made
for this lesson.

PROCEDURE

Place on the shape table, bulletin board, and around the room
some objects, piotutet, and deSigns that exhibit repeating pat-
terns and some that (16 riot, as suggested in the materials list.
Any completed art projects for this section can alSo be dis-
played;

Ask the children to find. examples of repeating Patterns in the
room. A child who finds one should see that one part of the
pattern is 'repeated at equal intervals along a straight line'.
You might help hirn express his ideas by asking questions
liar to "Are all the flowers in this border alike? " and "How .

many beads tare betWeen each red bead and the next red bead? "

In many natural objects only part of the pattern repeats. For
example', the ends of a caterpillar must be, excluded if it is to
be considered to have a repeating pattern. The children may
be interested in patterns that repeat only approximately.

If you discutsed infinite patterns and translational symmetry
in Lessen 7, you may wish to consider the concepts again here.

63
62
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ART ACTIVITIES FOR SECTION 2: REPEATED PATTERNS

The ideas,of repeated pattern are used in the art activities
described here. Any of the activities may be used any time
after Less,on-6--has-been-pre-sented.

.

63.
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Activity A: Place Mats

I. Fold a sheet .of `12" x 18." Construction paper \'n half. Cut,
from folded edge to, 1" from outer edge:

2. Unfold. You will have a sheet with parallel slits that o
not touch the edge of the paper.'

3. Cut construction papet of another color 'into 1" strips.
Weave these through the slit sheet you have prepared.

iI

tt



/
Activity B:' Cut7P per Designs

I. Fold pa er into 2" pleats:

,).._

2. Cut notc es Of different'shapes in the folded edges.

3. Unfold a d paste on colored ,construction paper.

1

65'
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ActivitY*C: Print- Making
. , .... ... -.

Any of,the methods described below may be used for : f
rinting,repeate'd patterns. Temeera maybe brushed on-,
to the printing surface, or water-base printer's ink, may
be rolled on with a brayer.\ If you tese..a brayer., .squReze
a 3 -inch ribbon at paint on apiece-of glass and 'loll the
brayer' back and forth over ituntil it sounds sticky, Then .
'roll the brayer over thi:: printing surface': . .

Newsprint or` construction paper are best for printing,. since
. they are more a bsorbenrthark Other pop , . .

.-

r - ., ) ..

String Prints 4
,.

t? , 4

Wind a string aroundd piece of weiodr; Ink one side. Press ,
inked string on newsprint to crake a preetted patrern.

10

a.

Sponge'Prints
."

k

Ink a piece of sponge
repeatedly.).

Ss,

Press .the spar:Igo oniteWsprint
.t

. .

.0
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V

4

7

I

../

Soap-Eraser Prints. . ..,
...

.

, .
.

Cut a design into one surface of a
.

soap-eraserjnk it,
and print. . ''-- ' N

0

A

X

1

.

Gadg6t Prints.
9

Ink,kitchen gadgets such as a csotato masher, fork, 'bottle
,cap, to ..make prints.

.

7

f.

eotato Prints -

,.

Cut a potato fn half. Have the children scratch a design
on the cutsurface with a poynted pencil or an-orangewood
stick'. Water color or tempen'a should boapplied to the
potato surface with a brush,;rathar lightly ,-,because he -
potato,. Prrwides a good deal of moisture for the,prir ng.
Press the potato firmly on the paper. ,

67



Activity D: Loop -de -doos

Make loop -de -clods of various sizes (see p.46) and glue,:
them on construction paper in .a repeating, pattern.

ActiVity E:\ Seed Designs' /
Use a white all- purpose adhesive such as Elmer's glue to
paste pcipcorn kernels, pumpkin or sunflower seeds, or split
peas on tagboard to make repeating patterns. These may be
strip patterns or, for the more ambitious chIld, may cover the
whole piece of tagboard.

699
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Actlki y F: Patterns _Using_Stencils

Cut out a design frOm the center of a 3", x 5" wh to ind ex
card. This design. should not be Symrfiettic. A unusual
hole or odd shape will do. (If a child cuts thro gh the

. boundaries of the card, place a piece'of tape q er Out.)

2. _Place card on. co struCtion paper. Use as a-stencil,
rubbing crayon oVer design to produce image.

. Show the dui. ten hbw to flip the ste cil and repeat the
rubbing. The can make a repeated attern by flipping
the pattern ov r and over in a straight line.
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SECTION 3 BILATERAL SYMMETRY

The lessons in This section of Unit 14 develop the Concept that
bilaterally symmetric patterns are those that are unchanged by .

reflection about an axis or line of symmetry. It is shOwn.that
a bilaterally symmetric pattern is made of pairs Of corresPond-
ing points which are equidistant from the line of symmetrY,; "-
Bilateral 8 ynirrietry is Sometimes called folding or mirror sym-
metry becauSe two tests for-it use .folding and mirror images.

As in all p6rtt.of the unit, the children's understanding of the
concerts will come -in large part from'observation and maniPu-
latlo'n of objects and from art activities. There will be some

'9-tterns and, objects, in this section that possess both bilat-
eral and rotational symmetry. You may or may not chooseto
discuss this with your class. Always be clear about the type
-of Symmetry you are considering, at the time..

1.

1-'
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LegsOn19: INTRODUCING BILATERAL SYMMETRY

his fast lesson of Section 3 introdudes The concept of bilat-
eral symmetry. It also demonstrates the fact that half of a
bilaterally symmetric pattern may be reflected to generate the
entire pattern.

MATERIALS .

transparent yellow butterfly

transparent blue half - butterfly

overhead projector (desirable, bui not required)

transparent Pattern C for each Child

PROCEDURE

Activity A

AS in earlier lessone where transparent figures are used, it is
possible to view the transparencieS against.a window if an
overhead projector is not available.

Pioject the yellow butterfly.

DO THE TWO SIDES OF THE BUTTERFLY LOOK.ALIKE
IN SOME WAYS? -(yes..)

Any reasonable response is acceptable,re.g., the two wings
. are the same size.

ARE THE TWO SIDES OF THE BUTTERFLY EXACTLY ALIKE?

There maybe either yes or no answers froth the .children; Have
them wait until after the next part of the demonstration to decide
which answer is Correct.

Project the blue half-butterfly beside the whole butterfly.. Sug-
gest that it can 'kg used to compare the two halves of the yellOw-
butterfly. Move the blue figure until it coincides with one side
of the whole butterfly. That side will now 166k green.

72
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IS THE BLUE HALF-BUTTERFLY AN .EXACT.COPY OF
ONE-HALF OF THE YELLOW BUTTERFLY? (Yes.)

HOWCAN-YOU TELL? (The edges and spcits-Thatch,,
half of the butterfly is green now, or similar obser-
vations .)

Slide the. blue half-figure to the other side of the whole figure.

DOES THE BLUE HALF-BUTTERFLY EXACTLY FIT ON THIS
HALF OF THE YELLOW BUTTERFLY? (No.)

HOW CAN I MAKE IT FIT?' (Turn it Over.)

Turn the half-figure over; making the motion clear to the

DOES THE BLUE HALF.BUTTERFLY EXACTLY FIT OVER
THIS HALF OF THE YELLOW BUTTERFLY NOW? .(Yes.)

Explain that this demonstration shows tha1 the two halves of
the yellow butterfly would fit exactly if one of them were
folded over -the other.

Activity B

Have each .child place !' is hands on his desk with the palnis
down and the thumbs just touching.

ARE YOUR HANDS EXACTLY ALIKE? (Nos-the fingers
are in a different order on the two hands.)

7 3
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Ask each child to fold his palms together.

ge,1):rn7,1,70.
.3IFF97:i45.7#737,.tg

01:104,-WFVM,FA,,,A,TassrvotrorTittr

DO YOUR- HANDS FIT TOGETHER EXACTLY? (Yes.)

Explain that thy. .. - is , I I the handS are put/ together bows --that the parts of the hands are alike but are
----arrarigeilli-OppoSite order, tell the clasg that both the. butter-
fly and their hands have a spedial kind of symmetry called
bilateral. Symmetry.

Activity C

y,.ame_ee`d ,child cut his Pattern C along the center line,
Ede can t'en,experiment- with the two parts as he wishes.

74.
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Lesson I I: FOLDING PATTERNS

This lesson continues the development of the folding, fest for
'bilateral symMetry. The investigations of the ptoperties of bt-_
laterally symmetrid' patterns ate continued.

MATERIALS

74:

WOrkSheets 8, 9, 16 and I

Adtivity A

Have each child fold his copy of Worksheet 8 along the dotted'
line. Because this-fOld Must be made rather accurately, you
may need to help some Children. After the.blass has had time
to 'see the way the two sides of the leaf pattern fit exactly
when folded, You may tell them that this is true of ali.bilater-
ally_syMmetric patterns. Thus a folding test can show whether

'or.not a pattern has bilateral syrrimetry.

ctivity B

Norksheet e
Unit 14 Name --

I

J.

Suggest-that each child fold
Worksheet 8 (which is printed
on tracingpaper) alon,g the-
line of symmetry of the.bug,..
trace the half bug, and*en
the paper.

WHAT DO YOU SEE? (A
whole. bug . )

IS IT BILATERALLY SYM1-
METRIC? (Yes.)

HOW DO. YOU NOW?
(By the' fClding test.)

Note: Worksheet 9 is tracing
paper without a printed pattern.



cs.

- .

'Discuss with the class the following ideaS: The dotted line it
the line of symmetry of these patternS, .For,..every point on one
side of the line oftymmetry there is.a matching point on the''`
other side. There is a kind of balance:of the parts on each ,t
Side, Each child may make any bilaterally symmetric design
he wishes on Worksheet 9 using the fold -and -trace technique.
If some child' does not spontaneously mention .that the patterns
look the same from either side of the paper, suggest that they.

;;; look ,from both sides' and describe what they see.

Activity 0:
-

Worksheets I 0 and I I should now be completed. The work-,
sheets are designed to reinforce the concept that all points Of
the pattern occur in ?pairs of points that are equidistailf from
the line of symmetry. Again, the children shotild not be ex-
pedted to verbalize this concept but simply to use it.-

Worksheet 10
Unit 14 Nue

;

The area ot= ihe left" side is square Units.

Thedarea of- the right side is square

/

Worksheet 11
Unit 14 Name

The left A- is -- units

. The right :A. is unite from thIlline of ayametry,

from the line of symmetry.

The left Ihi is unit? from the line of symmetry.

The right Ale _units froM the line of symmetry.

The lef t ill Is unite from the line of sYmmetrY.,,,

The richt 110 Is -ontta from the line of symmetry.

75
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Lesson 12: MIRROR TEST

In this lesson two- dimensional patterns and three-7dimensional
.. objects are tested for bilateral symmetry with`rnirrors. The

lesson probably will take two class periods.

MATERItiLS

Worksheets 12-and 13

. small mirror for each child
ti

larger mirror (if necessary., this may lie made from two
small mirrors)

cards printed with numerals 0 through 9 and the capital_.
letters (optional) 0

assorted small solid objects to be tested with mirrors

Mirror Cards, Elementary Science Study, 108 Water Streeet
Watertown, MassachusectS 02172 (optidnal)

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Place Figure A so that the classcan see it. Have a child
=hold the larger mirror on the line of symmetry of the figure
and tell what he sees as he looks into the mirror. Either he
or a succeeding volunteer should realize that he sees the
same pattern with orwithoUt the mirror, -This is another test
to show that a.Pattern has bilateral s mrnetry. This demon-
stration is intended. only_to-sh the general procedure.. The
children will learn iriuch'more a's they. use their own mirrors.

Activity. B

Give each child a small mirror'arid Worksheets 12 and 13. You
may also wish to provide*other pattern such as sets of numer-:
al and letter cards.. It is important that each child be. allowed
to make his owh unhurried investigations of the patternt. How-
ever, a brief reminder of the mirror test is in order. If there
exists a position for the mirror that will give a view of the? pat-
tern just as it was without the mirror, the .pattern is bilaterally.

O
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Workshest12.
Unit 14 Name

Look,at these pictureelth a mirea.
Are they bilaterally symmetric? 4

7?

- , -

0

Worksheet 13
UPlt 14 Name

Look at the pictures itha mirror. 4
Amthey bilaterally symmetric* v,

symmetric. The...line along which the mirror is placed in a suc-
cessful test is a lihe of symMetry.Of the pattern. Some chil-
dren will find design's, th-at are symmetric with res. peC`i to more
than one line..

Many children are fascinated by the Mirrbr Cards prepared by
the Element.ary Science Study. The cards make a good addition
to this lesson.

Acti'vity C.
.

Show the class a twO-dimensional symmetric pattern or picture.
(Figure A on page .76 Can be used.)

HOW CAN WE TEST THIS PATTERN TO SEE IF IT HAS'13I-
LATERAL SYMMETRY? HOW CAN WE TEST, IT ANOTHER-
WAY? (With the mirror test or foldirigtest.)



-!*`.

/

O

Demonstrate the two tests. An explanation of the tests is
appropriate at this 06-int,_ but otdinafily the Children shoUld not
be-expected to verbalize.the explanation. You can pre'sent the
substance of the following paragraph, wi-lich although not corn-.
pletely precise, should gire the idealof bilateral symmetry to
most of the chiftlren.

point in a bilaterally-symmetric pattern has a partner on
the other side. Each of the points in a pair is the sanle dis-

y,;tance from the line of symmetry. This is the reason 'that the
-points of the two sides fit together when the pattern is folded
and also the reason that one side of the pattern looks just like
the other side refleCted by.a mirror.

Activity D

Show; the class a bilaterally symmetric, three-dimensional'ob-
ject, such as a vase, a' doll, ior a plaque.

.

DO YOU THINK THIS IS BII.ATERALLY SYMMETRIC? CAN
WE TEST IT WITH A MIRROR? '(Yes.)

Make the testwith`thelatger mirror.

CAN WE TEST IT BY FOLIJI,NO? (No,
not be folded.)

solid objects can
/.

Provide a number of small solid objects for the children to view
with the small mirrors: Posbible objects could be plastid toy
figures, blocks, combs, flowers, and parts of construction
sets. They may also look at their fingers, ,hands, and feet.

*Activity E;' (Optional)

Some unusually perceptive children may be interested in a dis-
cussion of the"plane of symmetry of an object.' Whereas 'a bi-
laterally symmetriC two- dimensional. pattern is made up of
pairs of points that are ecn:adistant from a line, a bilaterally
syminetric three - dimensional pattern is Made up of pairs of
points" that are equidistant from a plane.. The plane of syrn-
metry divides the object into two similar parts.

1
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Lesson KEEP THE SYMMETRY
.

<Z

/ 3 ,

c 11'The gaMes suggested here irovi9 f urt er practiceswith bilatri.
. .

erally symmetrid patternS as w-ell as the fun of creating designs.
:

-A review Of rotationalksymmetric patterns andrepeating pat.!.
terns.is inCluded.

.1
MATERIA0

\ :*

properi\\:'NOc.k.

pegbbarde

small objects

colored clialk

graph paper

mirrors

PROCEDVRE . X

..
such, as paper clips, sticks., and-countere

O

, .

,
a 1.,

.
'The games, (Activities) outlined below are similar to.th4e in

ci.
Lessons 4 and 6, and bence.the children should need only a,
brief exPlanation,of the rules before they.play. They should
be encouraged to xperiment,with modifications of thet'games,

.,.
,
The deSigns called.l'or in fhe games,iiidy-lae made vrith property
blocks or,,any .small *Objects such as-paper clips, etieks, or

i 1. counters; they may be made with pegs one PegboarOs; 9 r they
may be drawn with .chalk or crayon. The'duration.Of a'garne
may, be limited by:specifying a ,number df moves or a irrie'.in,

s,terval for a game. -All the roes 'may be prayed noW,
*rn-ay, wish to tied .0 and D a3er Lesdon" 14, ,

,,

Activity A.

'What'e Wrong?
erally symmetric
pattern to make i

or you

One child or team' designs an imperfect bilat
p ttern. The other child or team alters the
t bilaterally

If children have difficulty irmaking the imperfect,patterns, .

suggest that:they secretly mgke*a Symmetric pattern and then'.

I

. ..
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change one,or two elerrients. An exefraPle of an 'imperfect pat-
tern and-the corresponding symmetric pattgrn is Netelied

-

Activity B

- Dhancre It. One child or team, mikes a bilaterally symmetric
design. He then-spedifies a.rule by which the other child is
to. change the .design. The purpose and procedure for this garne,
is more fully explained in. Le*S,son 6, Activity B. The sketch
belciw shows a postible transformation. Rule: p-4 0,.

111

n

Match the Mirror Image. Two children, take turns in drawing
'parts of a bilaterally symmetric..pattorn on a. grid. After each
.,additiOn the player checks the pattern with a mirror. If the
pattern is correctly .drawn, the Mimi linage 'of one side is,
identical with the other side. 0. ;

a
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. Activity D

t

A

Keep the S mm .try. One child starts with an element of
sigri, e.g..,

a de-

He says, "ThiS is part of a bilaterally symmetric crign.
'Finish it and, keep the Symmetry.' The second child/ coir.
pletes the design, e.g.,

o

ie

The firtt child may request i.. repeating pattern or a rotationally
symmetric pattern instead of a bilaterally symmetric pattern.
Then the completed patterns might be // .,

A-AA A
Fri <I D

V
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liesson. DRAWING. PATTERNS

In this lesson the children
ally sy metric. patterns on
somew

complete, color, and draw bilater-
grids. These activities call for

at more precislon than the art activities suggested for
this section.

MATERIALS.

;=- Workheets 14, 15, 16 and 1

PROCEDURE
i I

Worksheets
,

14 and 15 are self-explanatory, e child should
discover "at parts of the pattern can be locate by counting
squares. may make any bile ,erally symmetric design he
wishes on Worksheet 16. Any kind of symmetric design may
.b_e_inad6 on WOrksheet 17.

the picture. Make it bilatebilly symmetric.

1 le
L__ Unit

Finish

---.......

ir

keheet
14

the

.

15

piCture.

..___:1_,.....i.

Name

Make

_i

1

--

Y '

-- \ - ---

it

-....

'

--ri

Mat raIlysymmetric.
... .,

.

:

,..

. t

.

_

.

1

L.,-- r

III 1111 1111

IIII

Worksheets 16 and 17 are on graph paper,

84
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LeSson IS. WHAT.I{IND O,F SYMMETRY?

The children here identify and test the three types of symmetry
considered in Sections I , 2 and 3.. IThis provides for both eval-
uation and further learning.

MATERIALS

- an assortment of objects, pictures, and designs to be tested
for symmetries. Some of these should be similar to those
suggested for Lessons 3 and '9.. Examples of patterns either
bilaterally symmetric or not quite bilaterally symmetric are
a key, vase, picture of a face, toy plastic figure, insect,
leaf, flower, design from a magazine, ruler,' and fruit.

examples of the children's art work from this unit

PROCEDURE

Have a selection of objects, pictures, and designs on the
shape table. Examples of the children's art work from this .

unit should be included. .The children' may wish to add to the
collection later. .

Allow the children to investigate and tell about the symmetries-.
of objects they choose from the collection; They should be
able to apply tests to determine symmetries about whidh they
ate in doubt. Some patterns have more than one kind of sync=
metry, but a child should not be required to identify the pres-
ence or absence of more than one:

Review, with the children, if necessary, the various tests for
determining symmetries.

85'
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ART ACTIVITIES FOR SECTION 3: BILATERAL SYMMETRY

A number of art activities are suggested here to reinforde the
concept of bilateral symmetry. Use any selection of thein any
time aftet Lesson I has been completed.



Activity A: Abstract Designs

,86

1. Have the Children cut out 2 or 3 shapes troth the 12" edge
of a sheet of 9" x 12" colored construction paper., _Make
sure the cuts are on the 12" edge;-not the 9" edge.

2. Put the shapes aside and paste the sheet down on a.
12" x 18" sheet of contrasting color.

3. 'Take-Ahe cut-out shapes Lndpaste them down on the
opposite side. of the line of Symmetry in a flipped posi-
tion. Go cid color combinations are .blue Paper on yellbw,
green on orange, or blaok on white.

O 8 7,
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.
Activity B: Making Designs by Punching Holes

Using pencils or pointed Sticks, punch holes in a
sheet of construction paper to make a...pattern exhibiting
bilateral symmetry. If children have trouble
the holes , the lece-t1 paper over a
an punch through the paper over a hole.

Mount the punched sheet on another sheet of construction
paper of contrasting color.

1.

88
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Activity C: 3-Dimensional Designs

Materials used f 1 y include a orted objects such
yarn, sequins, stones, pebbles, and di e-slore jewelry._

You will also need white all-purpose glue coldred
board.'

Dr a line down'the center of the tagboarel.

2. Make a design, on one half of the tagboard by gluin
assorted objects on it.

3. Repeat the _procedure on the -other side, to create a bi-
latefally symmetric pattern.

89 44,



Activity D: Making A Turtle

I . Draw 'a rough ,circle on a .piece of .construction_ paper.
Design a turtle shell with bilateral symmetry. Co lcir
its spots and the space between the spots.

V

2.- Cut out the circle,- then cut four slits as indicated by
the dotted lines. Bring--the-edges-of-tii-e-SIftS together,
as indicated by the 'rrows, overlapping them a little.
'tape, staple or paste the overlaps in place.

3. Draw four, legs, a head, and a tail on piece of construction
paper. Cut them out and glue them under the sheil of
the turtle.

90
0
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Activity.E: .Standnup Animals

I. Fold a sheet- Of paper in half.

2. Draw an animal in such a way that the top Of the draVti-
.

ing coincides with the folded edge. Color the drawing.

3. Cut through both layerS of the draWingt turn over and
Colot the other half of the animal. .

. Paste the two layers of the head. together. When tbe
-paste is dry, the legs can be'spread so that the ariiMal
will stand. The children can make a farm or a zoo with

:-flies animais .

51 s to' t;
`.1

y. r "Ai
,
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Activity F: Three- dimensional Figure

Cut out hearts (or other similar shapes) of various sizes`
and colors.

2. Fold a large heart down the middle for the body.. Fold
.smaller hearts in similar fashion for other body _parts
(head, beak, etc.)

3. Paste the -tWO halvesoof the head together, catching a
little of the body between the layers so that the bird will
stand well. To make.the wings, feather's-and tail, use
smaller hearts pasted on in a bilaterally symmetric pat-
tern',

9 'ti
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.
`Activity G:, Brayer Prints

,

I

Materials used here are a brayer, a piece of glass, water-
base printer's ink, newspaper and newsprint paperfor making
prints.

1 Find natural symmetric objects. Leaves-, grasses, and
_weeds usually illustrate" bilateral symmetry, Bark often
shows repeating patt'etrit.

. 12. Squeeze a-3-inch ribbon of. paint on the glass and roll the
brayer babk and forth over it until the brayer is smoothly
coated with paint and sounds sticky.. Lay the ,object on
a piece otnewspap6r, and with the brayer ink the surface.
Do not appjy so much ink that the spaces are filled in.

ti

3. Lay the inked object face down on clean newsprint or
construction paper and press down with either a clean
brayer, your fingers, or the boWl Of a spoon. Children
often find it easiest to use their fingers.

Variation

Place object ander-a sheet of newsprint and rollfirmly overt
it with inked brayer so the image comes through.

t
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Activity H: Mobiles

I

o

ti

. /

/Use construction paper, thread, and dowels or wire coat
hangers for this activity. .

ki

Fold construction paper in half anddraw half a'bl.rd or
butterfly, using,the center fold as the line that divides,
the' animal. Cut through both layers. t

2. Suspend the rilmal by a thread through its center and
tie. to a rod of ;doweling or a wire, cbat ha et. MobileS
may be made ofi several dowels and Many uspended
paper figures, as \shown.



I

Activity I: Rubbings
.

a.

?

You will need newsprint, Crayons or soft. Co
and objects with raised 'patterns:

pres.sed cha'rco'a ,

I. Find objects with raised patterns- exhibit i g bilateral symmetry,
Leaves and weeds are excellent foryubbi gs. '

2. Placethe newsprint Over the object and rub the ,charcoal or, ..-
crayon - firmly oyar: the paper. I

3. Mouht the rubbings on a piece of cdristructio paper for
dispay. .

, .

The sane technique can be used for other types o sirnmetry.
A' bricklwall',,or tile floor giVe gOod eXaniPles.of trahslational.
symmetry. A bracelet opened Oat has a repeated pattern, a
brodch may, exhibit rotational symmetry

dr
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'Activity 1: Paper-braid Clown

,
I. Cut strips of colored construction paper I" x 18":

2. Paste opposcfecolors at corners'at*right angles.

:3. Begin folding one color over anpther to make an accordion
pleated braid.

paste
1

4. 'Make 6 braids.

5. Glue one braid into &7,Toop for,,the head. Attach it to the
body..

6. Attach arms and legs.

7. Make a small paper cone f8r.a hat. I

O

y8
'

11.

,
1,1

1

3
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Curve Stitching

Materials used are ya-rn, yarn needles, and light-weight
tagboard, 9" .x 9".

Mark tacfboaid into quarters.

2. Mark along lines at a-inch intervals. Label X-axis with
letters and Y-aXis with numbers..

Y

Y

4

X

44

40 .
$

t
. 4

3. BefOre starting the stitching, the,.children should poke a
hole.through the.fagboard with the yarn needle at each

- Alarked Point. .

. - ..-.* 4. ifitegin 'stitching from.fhe,pack of the-tagboard..-Knot, yarn,
then pull needle2ancl yarn ,through 1.. Insert in E and come
up through F, Demciristrte the stitching to The children.
DUI lia_v_e_thern_fallow you-step-by:-step. .

lb

.
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5. Continue sewing curve by stitching from F., over to' 2, up
through 3, and oVeTto G,,up through Fl, .and over too 4..

6. Those children whp.did not have trouble with this may
want to do another section. -Number along the lines; as
shown. Then stitch next curve as-follows: H to 5,
6 to G, F to 7, 8 to E.

tl

,

7. Sew. each quarter until pattern is made.

<3

'...6`

Children who grasp the I-to -I correspo'ndence in this activity,
may want, to try curve.-stitching other shapes such as a-triangle

Aor a hexagon 0 . They may Use different colored
yarns, in a symmetric colo'pattern. .

98
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SECTION 4 SMIMETRY'IN SOUND AND MOVEMENT

e

In addition to the visual symmetries they have been studying,
first graders will enjoy discovering symmetries rri the things
they hear around them and in the thl4s they do every day.
They might note-th-at they walk symmetrically. There may be.
repeated patterns in some class recitations. There,are sym-
metries irtheir addition charts. Some stories, such as "The
Little Red Hen," haVe symmetric structures and repeated,word
patterns. Symmetries of many sorts can be foupd in inOst...
poetry and.in music.

og. 0
4

a
3

M. .This sectionas subdivisions according tosubject.matter
rather than by lesson,..n order to help yOu _look fOrlymmetries

'Whenever the opportunity arises...-

O

+ .
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SYMMETRIC MOVE.MENT.

t

Many ganies and physicat education activities involve sym---.
metric movements and patterns. As you guide the children .in
analyzing them, you might find bilateral syPnmetry, rotational"

. 'symliietry ard.)epeated patterns. Calisthenics are especially,
symmetric. Thege activities are often done to music (e.g,.
"Chicken Fat") . This serves to reinforce rhythmic perception...

A child who has studi0.0p-dancing may want to demonstrate
for the class,

.
Rhythm Band

Percussion instruments serve to tie symmetric movement to
sym-metric sound. The, simplest- activity is marching around the
room while iplayirig. the rhythm instruments. Some children who
can skip, might do so while other children try to accompany the
skipping rhythm With th'eir instruments,

It is much more difficult to count a 'rest then to count a,beat,
but firif graders should be able to'accent every third or fourth
beat with a triarid-le'or a cymbal. This activity will hel.them
distinguish, between stressed and unstressed syllables in
poetry.

'Clapping .
. .. . .. .

- . .
The simplest rhythmic pattern the children can clap is a 'regulr
I-273-4-: When they.have°had sufficient practice clapping 'in 44'

.unison, have them claP, patterns of :increasing difficulty, such.
as those below. The last.2 rhythms call for stress as. indidatecl
by the, > sign below the note..

a

r d

.
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Alter the class has had enough practice in olappiti these-_
rhythms, haye some volunteerstry to represent the rhythm on
the board. This ties together the idea'of a rhythMic pattern
and a visually repeated .,pattern. Any notation syslem a child

;devises is satit*tory ifit visually recordS the'rePeateallat-
tern. Sne method might be to use along stroke (/ ) for an
accented beat and'a dash () for an unaccented beat, The
length Of the dash Could indicate the duiationct the beat. .

. . ,
Thus the last two rhythms given above might be recorded as: '.-
follows: '

10 /OM. =1.0.

4
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-POETRY-
.

Have 'the children clgp the rhythm of a poem such at "Pease
'Porridge klet." Seine pairs of children may be able to clap
complicated cross '-handed patterns.

.

Pease porridge hot,

Pease porridge cold,.

Pease.porridge in the pot,

Nine days.-old.

Some like it hot,

.Some like ,it cold, .
e

Some like.it'in the pot,

N-ine days_old..

Other symmetries the- children may find in this:poem are the ,
rhyming of every other line, the repedtiiig pattern of words in
the.first three lines of each terse,, and the repeated last line
of each verse.

Another example of poetry rich .in.symmetry is `"Over-in the
Meadow.", There is a parallel structure all the verses;-
the number-Otgother's little ones-inprease by gne in each
iersef'within the verses, the third-line§ havean inner re-
peatea pattern, and the first and fourth- lines have art exact'
repetition of the-last parts Of the lines; the rbymes follow .
an a,-b7a7b 'pattern; arid's° on.

4

101
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/ Over in the Meadow

'Over Di the meadow in the 'Sand in the sun , .

Lived an old:mother turtle and her little turtle one.
said the mother, We dig said the one.,.

So.'they dug all day in the sand in the sun. .

Over in file meadow where the stream runs blue
Lived an old mother' fish and her little fishes two.
Swim said the mother, We swim said the two, .

So they swam dlt'ciay where the slreani runs blue.

Over in the meadow in a hole in .a tree
Lived an old mother owl and her little owls three.
Tu-whoo said the mother, Tu-whoo said.the tfiree,
So they tu-whooed all day in a hble in a tree.

Author Unknown

You will find some symmetries iri most poem's you examine, but
nokall poems display symmetry, as the following lines ofhaiku
indicate: 9.

© My Viinciow is broken,

But-I see, the moon through

And-the' stars,. too I

MUSIC .

ti

I 02

;

.

. . .....
All music is rioh-1,-, symmetrieS.of many::sorts.. Any songs the'
childr.ertk,nOw can be analyzed for repeated rhythmic patterns
by clap-ping or using rhythm band instrument-s7Theinerodies
can be examined to discover repeatO.phraies. The book- of .

simple'piano pieces, Copy Cats by Jotin La.IVIontaine,
.cellent for demonstrating musical symmetries"

If your childretrare able to sing rounds, they can_illustrate a
very obvious example Of a bas,iC type of-mu-tidal-symmetry
overlapping' repeated- patterns. (This is developecrto great
complexity in the fugue:.). We.have printed "Row,. Row,,, Row
your Bdat". in such a way as to: emphasize the p-afterned. entry '-
Of another.group Of yoices....every,fourfneasures. Even though
?host, first graders cannot need 'music., it.shouldbeeesy for
them to.spoi the visual sym.pietries-, especially the groups of
three, aighth-notekfor the word "rierrily."
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SECTION 5- OTHER .INTERESTING' PATTERNS

.

The scientist proceeds with the assumption that nature is ba-
sically orderly and symmetric. His tasleis to find the order and
symmetry, The artist,on theother hand, creates his own pat-
terns Of symmetry.

In this section, more complicated patter-ns'are e.lcamined by-the
children. Some of these, may possess one or more of the sym-
metries already familiar to the child,- but most de. not. The ,
section is intended to sprve as ,an open door into the realm of,

.; unusual symmetrylor the cfiild and, as such, should not be
construed. as specifying well-defined objdctives,

,

The shape of a crystal exhibits symmetry, but often its sym-
.metry is not obvious. One may infer order within the crystal
from the-appearance of the exierfor faces, but this is a rather
sophisticated activity, more suitable for older children. A
honeycomb and a brick wall display translational symmetry
of a type discussed in the unit commentary. The pattern Of
bricks in a patib-f106-- provides another'example.---A pyramid

-of oi-aiides or grapefruit, as seeri in a market, has repeating
patterns in various dimensions. Observation of such- patterns
-stimulates children' s`thinking, but the teacher should at
times retrain from.trying to drive home points by meretelling,

Creative art i.s rich in patterns of shape, texture and A

color..
Even in the absence of blear-Cut,symmetry, the child may
still sense harmonies of many kinds and not be at all able to
describe -his impressions or enjoyment of them.

This section is not divided into-lessons.- -Use the parts in
any order and with the emphasis that you wish,

Hebrew Cone
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Different. patterns

/ r

X ^

1-

HaVe the class observe ome objects that have0Sy:mmetries of
types other than thOse considered in Sections .1, 124 and 3.
This group:may intNde sea leaves, nests, and ab
stract designs. AllOav the-children to find,basic sytnmetries,
but at the same time encourage them'. to search for other types
of balance, proportion, or any.other quality they may consider
to be -ssociated-'with symmetry. .Discuss the findings without
requiring precise description.

.

Venus Comb Murex

1013

Ceram Vase
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T..Q.afge Crystals of any kind
`:

'are available, by all means have
the children observe thesp, cai'Otilly. An alternative is to work
with 'small crystals.' Such as sal,, 'sugar, or epsom salt,'using .
a hand magnifier. Rock-salt cry;Stals'can probably be ob-
served without magnification. Yoi,Acan show the photographs
on the following pagas and later p16,ce these'on-the.bulletin
board: They are magnified view's of ''able salt, quartz cryS-

..t'is and a snowflake.

Elicit, from the children their views of otsible symmetry
of the crystal specimens. and of those sh870 ri the photos.
Ast4he children ifthey know of other ci-ysa s to be'found at
horn or elsewhere. - = t,

-
Most children will not realiZe that snowtlakeSg.laile groups of
tiny ,An heXagonal
in form. and .dysplayt rotational s'yrnrket.r allery of snow-
flake photo would show a wide variety of with a
basic hexago.nal structure. '
Children will enjoy creating their own snowflake designs by
,cutting.a. sheet of paper folded in a special way. They-will
beable tolearri to do this following instructions; provided
you- ttie time to repeat the instructions a.ntimher of
times. Or you-may wish to prepa-re folded sheet for each
child, ready fbr scissors work.

"

.
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Magnified Table 'Salt

Magnified Quartz
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' . .

Majcirga. Fp)a. er Snowflake

0

Fold a sheet of 8i" x 11" onionskin
or bond paper in half. ,

By bending as if to fold the sheet in
hall again, find center of folded edge
and mark with a small crease.

With the paper still folded in. half,
fold down the upper section, start-
ing at Center crease on folded edge,
to form a 60° angle.

Next fold. the bottgm portion up in the
same way. You will find it very easy
to find the 60° angle by folding the
upper and, lower portions loosely and
Shifting them against each other to
bring the edges ,in line before you
crease them.

.

Now fold under along the dotted line.
1 - ,

O

..,

Cut through the folded paper d s shown.
r'

,

. Cut \

e

Tr

.- `...,1 \ .

II 0
t

. .,

A
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The pattern on the snowflake is
made by cutting notches of dif-
ferent shapes and sizes along
the folded edges...

It is always a surprise for the
children to unfold the snowflakes
and see what patterns they have
made.

U

O

After the completion of the snowflake activity, ask the chil-
dren about the symmetry of their snowflakes (bilater'al and
rotational symmetry). Continue with fresh pieces of paper so
that each child may make one or more additional patteru,s.

0

Q.
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Honeycomb and Brick Walls

This Portion of the section may be taught using, for illustra-
tion,,either a honeycomb pattern or the pattern shown by an
ordinary brick wall. f yoti discuss the pattern exhibited by
a brick wall, work with small blocks or toy bricks. The fol-
lowing prodedure refers to the honeycomb.

Try to obtain an actual.honeycomb to show the children. If
th is not possible, a good picture will be most useful, . The
children may or may not recognize that the pattern shows ,a
kind of symmetry. They should- recognize that the' top surface
of-the comb is the same as the middle or bottom surface of the
comb.

Prepare in advance 8 or 10 regular hexagons of construction
paper (using.the snowflake technique} or Prepare or 10 reg-
ular hexagonsmade of poster board by cutting along previously
marked lines. Have the children gather around a table both to
watch and to participate in the construction and manipulation
of the honeycomb pattern. Ask one or more volunteers to con-
struct a honeycomb pattern from the hexagons by fitting the
sides together. 4

Ask he children aboPt. the symmetry of the pattern. Tell them
that they are free to,MOve one of the figures any way they
choose. They,thay need to reminded of the test for repeat-

>. ing-patterhs. Some children will see that one of the hexagons
may be mc$ved in o dirP-;tion along a line in equal-sized
steps to make it coincide with Other hexagons. If that Ante
hexagon were movecLin another direction, it would cover other
hexagons. Any cell in the entire pattern can be reacifed"13y
combining moves in these two dire&ions. Allow ample time
for as many children as possible to manipulate the hexagons
and to make the new symtifetry test for themselves., They may
enjoy thinking about how a bee makes such a regular pattern.

112
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Other Ornamental Patterns

The honeycomb and brick wall patterns are examples of:orna-,
mental patterns where a surfaCe is covered by,shapes arranged
in a regular way. Other-easily observed ornamental patterns
are those in tile floors, wallpaper, add fabrics. Work5sheets
18, -0 and 20 are ornaritental patterns fcir the children to color.

Pairitings

Prints of paintings that show varying_degrPes_af-sytametry Can
be displayed: Examples from Klee, Mirci, Degas; Mondrian,
and others may be used. Begin by showing the children a
painting with.eaSily observable symmetry and ask, "What
does this painting tell you? Why, do you like-rt? " This may
lead to a fine discussion; of the symmetryof the painting. The
children should discover, ,the' symmetry for themselves,' wheth-
er it be symmetry cif,line, shape, or color. The children may
suggest theirown.titles for each painting. You may continue;
using examples with less obvious symmetry:

Give the children .the-freedom to paint or draw their own de-
signs, using what they knw of the various forms of symitetry.

'Any'noteworthy resultg.shOuld be enjoyed, shared and dis-
cussed by the entire grouP.

Sources of art prints include old magazines, calendars, cata-
logueS of various galleries, and unframed prints from galleries.

.Art Treasure Hunt

Encourage children to- bring in pictures clipped from old mag-
azines, Christmas and other greeting cards, etc., that they
.find especially pleasing. Ask them to tell why they like the
picture'S.

Display examples of the best art, whenever you can. Change
the pictures often and select pictures that express the craft,
lore and beauty of the work from many nations and of !all
people. Prints of Masterpieces are now available-in every
price range, so that it is just as easy to have the finest
works on diSplay as inferior ones.
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'Lesson 32: FINDING THE.-RULE (ADDITION)

In this lesson the Children are -to determine the operdtionUsed hi going from one number to another.. This gives more--practice in finding missing addends: It also provides ba,ok--ground for mapping and functi6n, 'concepts that will be de -" "°veloped in later years.

MATERIALS.

dem.oristration slide rule

--Minnebars'

Worksheet

PROCEDURE

A. Write -1 on the/chalkboard.

HO DID 'I GET. FROM 3 TO 5 ? (You added 2 to 3. .) '
WEWILL-WRITE THE RULE-OVER_T_LIEARROW LIKE TH'S:

USE THE SAME RULE TO FINISH THESE:
- +2

+2

.*``.

. Have the children write the 'completed series on paper,. Then-ask for volunteer's to complete the series on the jooard.

Show With tfie demonstration slide rule that these pairs of
nt4rnbers can be read, from _a pair of numbenlines when one hasbeen moved _2 Units to the-right of other. This illustrates
that moving :one of the number liries 2 "units to the right of
the other corresponds to adding -2 to'each.nuf-nber.

t

11a
I05
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/
B. Write.the, following series of number pairs on the board.

6

,

Tell the children that in every pairyou used the sarn.a_mule_to______
,

---go--from-the-first-nurriberfafhe second number.

WHAT RULE'DID I USE? (+3)

Have the children write +3 over each arrow in the series.

It is helpful for children to see-this relation sliown bpi Minne=
bars. Ask them. to arrange theft Miniebars to show the pairs
in the series on the,b6ard.

r

I

WHAT PATTERN DO YOU SEE? (The second bar in each pair
is 3 units-longer than-the first bar.)

C. Show the class a pair of iVlinnebars,
Ask, them to arrange-some oftheir bars in pairs .using the same
rule that this pair illustrates. The children Can take turns

-writing on the board the .number pairs' shown by'their bars

117
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D. -Worksheqt 75 has more series of this type. Have th6 chth-
cfren complete these series.

A

Worksheet 7.5.
(Ina t3 Name

Vach group has a rule.
Waste the rule over the arrows.

. ...Write the rn,sstng numbers.

118
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lesson 33: FINDING THE RULE (ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION)

This lesson is an extension of Lesson'32, Again the children
will determine the oper4ticn tried to go from one number in a
pair to the other. Both addition,and subtraction used.

MATERIALS

demonstration number line

Worksheets 76 and 77-

PROCEDURE

A. ,Write the following
series on the board:=

ri

Worksheet 76
Unit 13, Name

Fled the rule for each group.
Write\te miabing. numbers.

-1: -2
6 \---.---> 5

.
4 7.7> 3

. ^

... c

5 .... 90 3

4
-2--* 43

A

-12
1.7 r v

- I

3 --->

-29 > bi -- 2 --:--> u

8 2> 5'
-37 ---> 4,

As

'

, -5
v

-:

5 ----> 0

-57 --> 2
A

vz3,
5 -->a 6

4 .

4

6 `-""--- I

1

108

11D

2..

> 3

2 0,

Explain hat the same rule
was used to g6 from each number
on the left to the number -on the- .

right. Ask for *volunteers to fill.

iii
-2he themissing

number.

Show the pairs of numbers on the:, .

demonstration number. line.. The
second number of each pair in the
series is 2 \units.to the left of the.'
firSt number.

Use. as, many other examples with
a subtraction rule as you Wish be-
fore having the class,complete

orksheet

e



B: IntroduceWorksheet 77 by having the class 'consider several
series of number pairs for which the appropriate rule might be
either aldition.or subtraction. Be certain that ,the children
realize that just one rule -is used for ech series of number,.0
pairs. Some suggested pairs are,:

'---43 +66 ---
-

-3-----> 0,

4 ,--.=4 1

5>

7

. 4----)00

.---.->7
+6'46

-7--> 95

- 18

01.

Worksheet 77 ,
Unit 1_3 ' Name

Find the ittiel.for each group.
Write the missing numbers.

443--,=> 6

.
s

+44:..).8
0 +4(-4--- 5, .,___;....,

*4.3....._.---i, 7

+4 ci,

...)---).7

+4, ..,
,3---> /

.0
.

+4
95)95 .---.1.- ,-,

-2 '+7
11----->18.18---).16

-2 a +77----. 14ii----* u
1_2

5
+75 --s-. 7 ----.--si 14

+7 ,

1

120
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IMMIN ADDING AND SUQTRACTING-TWO-DIGIT.NUMBERSI

ti

,OPTIONAL)

This section reviews the decimal place value notationand.-`
introduces the method commonly used to add and subtract
multidigjt numbers. Only one- and two-digit numbers will be
considered, and no renaming of l's to 10's (Carrying) or of ,1

to (borroWing) will be required: The material in
this secfion Will be Piesentedagain in second grade; there-
fore, feel free to use only those activities which are suited
for, ou). class and for which you have time.

COMMENTARY .

The justifica ion of finding 5.0 + 40 by "adding 0 and
and '5 and 4" is that
50+ 40 =, (5 x 10) + (4x 10) = (4 + 5) x 10 = 97t 10 = 90

,These steps involve basic principles ormultiplication with
Which the.children are not familiar. To avoid the direct use'
of multiplication we will develop the idea of adding multiples,
of ten by working with sets of ten. Thus, in these lessons'
tt4 children will be led to think of 50 4- 40 as 5 tens plus
4 'tens.

WO will also use a e'et interpretation to introduce more com-
plex problems, such as , 54- 31 . The justification of the
common computati,on'61 method for,finding 54- 31* would-
involve the following steps r which-of course should not be
presented to first graders.

54. -31 = ,,1(5 x 10) + 4) 1(3 x.10) + I)

= 1(5 x 1 - (3x 10)1 +14
- 3) x 10) +

= (2 :10) .17 3

23

42/
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'NOTES 91\1-,THE TEACHING OF_THIS SEC'F,IQN

Each lesson starts with a qemonstration on the b ard;and Qn -
an abacus. It is likely that some children will b nefit by
repeating the demonstrated e,,caxples with their o n counters.

.. . ... .
,The de monstrations cat for '1 sets of one " and." ets Of fen."'.

Theset of One is a single unit shape, and the pga.ten is.
formed by joining ten unit shapes in an easily re ognized

<'-liorm:. They can be made of hepvy paper or tagboarand4 ...t" ,
made

' place.c1 on, a blackboard with sticky putty or-on a lannel
board. SoMeshaped that alight be used are sketc ed below.

.0.

0

V.

a .

;
Nine4unit shapes, and up to nine of the larger sha

" be prepared' in each oethe designs selected.

1

4 "

'14

6

es should
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Lesson 34: PLACE VALUE"NOTATION
4

0

This Lesson reviews decimal place vatu4' notation. A transi-
tion is made from, the Word "and" to the a ymbol + in expres-
gIng numbers in. terms of sets of tens-and ones. If a' child
has much difficulty with thiS lesson he should review 'the.
treatment of place value in Unit 11.

MATERIAL'S

1.

4.

paper sets Of- one and sets of to

a:bacus

-t Worksheets 78 and 79
,

PRQCEDURE
.4 . .

.Place 2 sets of ten and 4 setsof one on the, board. Guide.
-- a disciiSsion in which the children note that these are three

. names -for the number of unit shapes displayed: .

t2 tens and 4 tines .20 4 - 24

With the "24 sha,pe,s still on boatd have 24 set on the
-abacus. Repeat the process: with various numbers until you
feet the class is ready dor Worksheets 78 and 79..

* °-

4

112
2

41 o.
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Worksheet' 78
Unit 13 . Name

....

Write names for thetptai number of unit,shapes.-
0

Km\

ttr

J. tens and 2. ones 10 + 2 -.= 12
...

--. .

. . . ..

-0 0
2 tens end 4 Ones 20 + 4 = 24 .

0 cs
'0so 0 0o .obi. MUM . .

.2

4 tens And 8 dhes 4/ 8: .....% 48.....--.

.
.. *

OVA .0% 011.111 .111% Ala lea I14 re
,

..' $
7 0

n
..,

0tens and ones .... ----- 70- .4 u = 70-c-- . -

0.,

V
S.

O

5,

q.

f

1.

0

DO,

. fr;..7.°":",

Worksheet 79
Unit 13

.
1,4.....itlthree names

tc:,.
Name

. 0
.,

-... -, .

for each number.

.

.56

13

P '313. ,.

2..
5

'I

3

tens and,

tens and

tens and

.andtens.and

7 ones,-:-.--

6 Ones ..5
20 + 7 '

0+ 6

3 ones

'0 one Ns!'

ro +. 3

3 0 + 0.

4 2 y- 4

7

8 8

t.,
9

.. .

tens-and

tens and

tens and

tens and

2 ones

0 ones

1 ones

9 ones

07 '2''.

70 7o ; o

81
_ _
80 + 1

n 9 0+ 9

.1"9

,

3

7,

6

4

. .

tens end

teneand

tens and

tens and

9 ones 30 + 9

73 _ 3 onesT.
0 ones ','

70 + 3

60 60 i: /IN

45 5 .ones 40 + 5

-

124 .
1 1 3
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Lesson 35: SUMS AND DIFFERENCES OF ONE-DIGIT AND
TWO-DIGIT NUMBERS

*

, In this lesson a,oiie -digit number is added-to or su'btiacted
from a. two-digit. number i.iy adding or subtracting' the one -digit
number from the number in the ones place at the two-digit
number.

MATERIALS '
t

paper ets. ()Ione and sets of ten

abacus

about ten, "'ix 5" cards .printed with combinations such as
36 +3 , 48+ 1 , 26 +3 , ii +7 , + 5 , 93 - ,

74 -3 , -88 -6, 17 -7 , 46 -0

Worksheets 80, 81 and 82

PROCEDURE

A. Use your paper sets to demonstrate the following problem.
First consider the sets separately, then join them.

Yq

,With`the above problem still displayed, have someone set up
3.6' on 'the abacus_and'theri aad 3 to it. ', )..,.. ,

*
,. .

. ,

Repeat the activity with other sums and differences not
requiring'.'regro.uping (carrying or bOrrowing).

, . , ..

..

125
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B. Individual practice in, finding sums. and differences on the
abacus is appropriate here. When'you think it will he helpful,
provide a child with an abacus and, proWarri card's.

C. WOrksheets 80 and 8 1 contain problems similar to those of ,
A and. B in a vertical form4° You may'wThh 'to do,Cne,,-Cr-two--
problems as a class activity and use the-re'St for individual
practice. Woiksheet 82 allows the childreh'to.apply the

/methods ,of thp.lessOn. to word problems :
.

NOTE: Worksheet 82 Shows, a seacow ;or Manatee eating a
water hyacinth. These aquatic mitkmala livealong seacoasts
and up river inletS:

A

12.8'

it



Worksheet 80
Unit 13 Name

Find the sums. .Use the number line if you need it.

.,
30' +' 's

+ 3

.

36

+ 3

___
5
_

2----50---+- I 1
')

14 + 4

__. _

g) 9____ 39 50 5 55,+

80 + 4 84 kI + 4 94 '

. + 3 -+ 3 + 2 + 2.
80 +7 87 90 +6 96

. ..........

. .

60 + .5 '65 60 + 6 '66

.+ 44 + 4 + I + I
60 + 9 69 , -60 + 7 67,

50 + 0 50 30 '+ -2 32

+ 3 + 3 : + 6 +,6
5,0 + 3 . 53 30 a- $ ,38

I

I 2 3 4 5 6

I>
9

0;1

116

Worksheet 81. t,
Unit 13 Name

the sums. Usi t.t1j. number kne if you need it.

----:
II,

t 3

.25..
:.; + 3"

91

4 8

*
4.do-.,

+A
'14' 28 99". 5)-

62

r 2

18

1

21 .,

.1.- 6

72

1. 5

64I. 19
-

27
. .

77
-,..,

53' 37 12 82

0 4- 2 + 6 , 4 3
53 39 18' 85

., -

95 - 24 53 12

+ 2 - + 4 - + 3 + 7
97- . 718 56 ,i.

I

3 4
I I I >
6 7 it 9

Worksheet
Unit 13 Name

Tony and Sal looked at a `seacow in wriver.
They saw it eat IS plants.
The.ntheK saw it eat 4 more plants.
ifeiw many ;Ants did-they sau,great"

, 15 -1: 4 19

There were 89 plarits on.the other side of the river.
Another seacow ate 7 of
How many plants were left" .>

89 747 8.2

w ,4
, 441

After this seacow ate the 7. plants It ate .1.2 More.
0,How many.plants did it

7+ 12 = 19

s .
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Lesson 36: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING MULTIPLES-OF-TEN.

2a,

Here the combining and removing of sets 'of ten illustrate the
.!!addition and subtraction of multiples of ten.

A

MATERIALS'

paper sets of ten

abacUs

Work sheet 83

i'L'OCEDIJRE

A Have sets of- 3 tens and 2 tens placed on the board. Have
someone join them and write the following sentences:

3 tens and 2 :tens are -5 tens

30 + 20 = 50

Sketch a nUmber, line similar to this°:

< I I I I 1. I '
0 '10. .

. . .

Have the children place more numerals on'the line. (You may
need to review counting by tens.) Have someone mark arrows
on the line to' show.30, + 20 = so .

.---------------A .----
1 I

4-s
1< 10 . 1 I

0 AO 20 30 40 ,50

Repeat this procedure with a difference, such as 60 - 30 ,

and a missing addend problem, such as 50 + = 80

' B. Have a child shovitlie sum 50 + 40 on the abacus. Then
have 90 - 40 shown.

1.,

tt
1

128

I-

117
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b

. .

C. Pfovi e-or practice with eombi ations of .multiples of tells .t.-
,,,..--:fach child may Use 'an abacus,; 'numbernumber 'hie marked .at-the

' 10's, oesets Often as aids lf.'he nedds them. F'

"

fi

S

D. Have, the children complete'Workshe.et 83. If a child has.
difficulty underitanging or completing the worksheet, he

hould have e ,practice before going on.;mor
4

Work.sileet 83
Urat 13

I" 50 + 20 =,

4

Name

70
,

+ so = 50

60 -F 30 = '90 'p20 + ^70 = 90
.

40 + 10Y 50 36 + 30 60

< I I1

A 0 10

50

-4 40,

4-9, 0

to

.60

+10

I.
20 30 40

30

4- 20

I
5"0

*4 ,

I
60

1

7.0 80

80

+ 10

1>
90

50

.50

.4. 0

90

20

+60.
.70

< 61

50 80

t
0 101

1

20
I 1

30 , 40
I

Si)
1

60
1-a
70 80.-

I >
90,

i -2

s

4
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Lesson 37: MONEY PROBLEMS

t.

In this lesson problems involving dimes and pennies are con-
Sidered. TheSe provide practice-yith the decimarsystem of
numeration, in adding or subtra9ting a two-digit and. a'one4
digit-number, and in adding or subtracting" multiples of ten.

MATERIALS

play pennies- end dimes (optional)

7. Worksheets 84 and 85

PROCEI5URE

.Readand find. answers to the problems on Worksheets 84 and
.85 as 'a gioup. Expl.Tin.that I dime is Korth 10 cents and

; that, I penny is the same as _I _cent.
1 .T

Play money may be used to help-those who have trouble with
the problems,

L.
Worksheet .84..
"Unit 13 , Name

Jane had, 5 dimes.'
MoV)e- gave her 2;nore dimes.
How many cents did she have?

50 + 20 i= '70

Dick haft '7' dimes:
He lost dime.
lif*rpany cents did he have left?

70- 1.0 60

Sam (fall'h 3 dimes to Bill and 5 dimes to Tom.
flow Many cents did he give away?

30 + 50 ,= 80

John had 5 dimes.
His father gave him. 2 dimes and 6 pennies.
floW many cents did he have then?

50 50
+ 20 +. 6 or + 26

70 +6 76

Worksheet 85
Unit 13 Name

'Sally had 3 dimes and 2 pennies.
Dick gave her 5 pennies.
She wants a book that casts 35 cents.
Does she have enough money noW to buy it? (Yes)

30+ 2 32+',' 5 -or` + 5
30 + 7 37

Mary has 4 dimes and 9 pennies.
She buys gum for 5 cents.
Bow much money does she have left?

'40 + 9 49
Ss or - 5

40 + 4' 44
Mike has. 50 cents.

.1-le earns 4 dimes.
Now how many cents does he have?

50
+ 40

90
Tony spent 32 cents. 4
How many dimes and pennies did he spend?

3 .dimes and 2 perinies

130 H9
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Lesson 38: ADDING AND SUBTRACTING PAT6-DIGIT NuIVIBERS's)4'
:

.,,Two-digit numbers are added and subtracted in trlis' lesson-.
The -numbers are so% chosen that no renaming. 6f boes,to tens
,or tens to ones is required.

1

,.;
MATLRIALS.

ZS

- paper sets of one and' sets, of teri

`2- abaas

.7- Worksheets 86 c: d 87

PROCEDURE' \. ,

s,

l

A. Use the paper s.ets,t demodstrate the:folldwing 'sum and as
many others as yoii ish. Afteran example-has been-shown
on the board, it should also be shown on an,abadus.

2 tens and 3 ores

20 + 3 =

0

OJ

3 tens and- 4 one's":

30 + 4 = 34

4.

( 2 tens + 3 tens ) and ( "1- 4 ones )
= ( 2 + 3 ) ;tens and', ( 3 t 4 ) ones

...k

I

= 5 tens and 7 ones
= 50 + 7

131= 57

- 4

4
. r

1r

a
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A..

:
7 :?

Xf et't 4; *.r; ,, 1 ' .t .;
'.,The i011ow-ing illustration demonstrates subtraction:

--, .,. :: , - .. .T-
1 --.'--

4,
1 -

,Starting set contains ,

'4 tens and 5 ones or .40 + 5 = 45--

7C11 Eal
I

ath<

-1 '1

- -;;Removed-.-S'etcontains

7,

,

1".

2;1 4

2 tens and 3 anes' ' Or 20 + '..3' 23
.1.

ReMaining'set contains .r.,*
..

.,..,,,
4.,

, . (4' 2) ,tens and (5 - 3):o'nes_ or 2 tens and 2 ones ,, -:.

(40....- 20). ,7 + .(5 3)- = "...20 ,+ 2 = 22.
.. .... ,. ..

.C. Have the clis's suggest aiWay to':add 36 and 1 using
neither the 'number line not sets with. ,,6.. and.J..1 I int mbers'..
wide them to the idea 2,f renaming 38,....Sand ./21 ht 30 + 6
arid 20 111 I . Then the 611'6 i and tens can be,,adtced.-,separately

.., and noinbined. -`A ::onvenient fo'r'm to:record'Ini$ ,process` is

. r.,
T

4-
v

r.a
I4- 30 + 6 dt. 36 ' t

A4- 20. + I .,:, ...+ 21 .
.504 + 7' .....

-57 'zi.

'!-
. ..1...

'., -When e.expanded form of a number is subtracted, use..
paren,thse- es" arodiid'the.rantber to!s,how that bothvarts are

, being sUbt cted, Fgrlexample, fee '86 .7),;2i.1 , one can write:/ ,., ;v., .. -.. .. .;- .... . f:
... ,-

..,:s, . , . . . ! . 1 0 : 4 6:#:, : 't'' ..../ .,., .
, tiag" + 112.° -.

V

,
.1

D.. Workshee s .86 and .87 cRn :nor be done`'rte f

IV

ti

'IP

121.
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Worksheet 86
Unit 13 Name'

Find the sums and dilferences.q.Usb the number line
you need it.

30 + 5. .

0: 1 0 + -2 + 12'
60 * 7' 4

+ 20 + 1

67

+ 21
i r 40 + 7

: . .

47 80 A' 8 88

.60 + "7' 87 , SO + 5 55

.- (20.4' 2) A 22 -+.40", +: 2'" + 42
6.0 - ±, 5 '65 90'+ 7 975,

.:
. 6.0.+.%3 63 50 + 2 .

, ..-
- (40 + 1) -- 41 + 30 + 0 + 30

'20 +.2' 22 . 80 + 2 82

. ...
.

70 + '1**48.-:'' 74, 60 + n 61

+ 10 + 3. + 1? - (20 + 1) - 21
80 + 4 84 '40 + 6 40

0

.
1. .1 1 1 I *1 1>
2 3 4. 5 6.. 7 8 9

122.

1

0

,Worksheet 87
Unit 13

Do you remenioer Jomo and Tanana? dn their t p in
Africa they counted the storks they saw.

-The-first week Jomo saw 23 storki.
The second weeklJomo saw 22 'storks.
In the two weeks he saw 'storks.45

The flist week Tanana saw 20 storks.
The second week Tanana saw .14 storks.
In the two weeks she sew

34

How many more storks did Jomo see?

storks.

( 133


